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as the southernmost point of Africa, and
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Defining
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one to expect. The
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mass
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consists of

white and flat lying

as Table Mountain

supported

known as Malmesbury beds

plate

reveals
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latter

A

more than 600 million years

Malmesbury
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form

then

sea. Volcanic activity

the rounded boulders
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which are now

and the

were then

a shallow sea for some 200 million years, Dei;ornm buried under

submerged
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layers of sedimentary deposits from
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smallest
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the globally renowned Cape

biodiverse of
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soils, a Mediterranean type
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unique

part

was

the southern

and raised it above sea

coast. This

predominant along

(known

a base

part of the Gondwana supercontinent and lay below
lava up through the
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Plate
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of Geological
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at
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CPNP 1999: Table Mountain
Ibid.
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effect on the
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Palaeoenvironments of the Southwestern
Quaternary International 57158. 1999. p 193·206.
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from its peaks in

over the

Since the early

that have followed

Town's establishment in 1

and affected

who has witnessed

answer just why

Mountain is so special to

It is in

as a point of

that

and the nation
study becomes apparent.

of the Cape.

of Umlindi

recounts how, when Quamata created

Nganyaba, a mighty

dry land. To aid

task, Djobela the
east and west.

w

but before dying they

Djobela to tum them into

continue their work.

to the legend, Umlindi
9
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in section two.

the wilds of Africa.
a source of wind,
in a bustling
not to be
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to

belief that Table Mountain forms an
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of sacred

sites) that
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Mountain effectively acts as a source of security to all
To the early settlers

the

vision of the Mountain as a protective
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and

'Dark

European voyager

hostile seas. A more

in the Muslim

, in 'The

Mountain to a malevolent

who wreaked havoc upon
enter
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as a guardian to
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this prejudice by likening
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one each to guard
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so
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ways to so many
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so

to

cultural """".:)'-"'1../'"" a medium that means so much,
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stop

Mountain has

Mountain 'was perceived as a
capetonians it is a

and
fortress
reassuring

and cloud and above all, a natural, green-clad
a personal note, as a
interaction

visitor, it is
ocean, mountain,

Credo Mutwa (African
Extract from the 1995 Original
based on Credo
Mutwa's myth. In Table Mountain Fund 1999: The Table Mountain Fund: A
Cape
16/9/99.
10 White, L., 1997: Introduction to world classics: Camoes: The L!!siads. Oxford
Press,
Oxford.
II
Mazaat Society, 1996: Guide to the kramats of the Western
F.A.
Town.
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sky and even parts of

all
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sunshine.

unique to

light that is seemingly

under a
to the city,
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indeed, one citizen recalled that on

to be looked

after a lengthy

aos,em;e abroad, the Mountain 'seemed

,12

seventeenth

years,

Over the
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the Mountain's shadow
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influence,
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evaluation
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evolved to produce an
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early days

Cape Town perceptions

Mountain were

dictated by the Imperial discourse tow8.fd Africa, now the
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Mountain evokes a

mix of aPl)rOactles which are reflective
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at the unveiling of
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soil, but
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to a
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war memorial at

Table Mountain to a

this, the

of the

threat.

rapidly and social

invasive

that
concerns. The

vegetation, encroaching settlement
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during the
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growing concern for
Mountain. This concern manifested
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of

apartheid,

over

and

tourist

it is today.
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cosmopolitan population that

our Holy
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Town. Without the Mountain, one of
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To
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city's cosmopolitan

conso Ii dated

integrity
in a
one ma1nag;emenr body.

the

Mountain
1998 the

12 View expressed in 1999: Grass roots have your say. Models for the Mountain campaign.
http://www.modelsforthemoul!taill.co.za.
13 Cited by Luckhoff, C.
1951: Table Mountain: Our national heritage for 300 years. A. A.
Balkema,
Town.
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extent of this drive was realised with the
(SANP) to the role

of South

",nT1IAln

N atural

managing the Cape

a treasured
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Parks

Environment.

national icon, vital natural and conversely economic
a vital

resource,

to

in building a

future for Cape

Town and South

the fact that

This study

Mountain is a

of

characterised by a

meanings and values. From early

and

to

landscape

the Table

landscape

of

produced an

to the study

historic

n

has much to

and as

To
w

contemporary, within the geographic

reference

study, proposing a

ap
e

an intel1ectual

one

outlining the evolution of the term

within geography.

in North America

this global discourse that South
this
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s

ity

landscape

methods

that

and

the divergence

of

geographic

discussion

C

definition

geography's often unique approach to

follows Jackson's14
appreciates

associated lanIQS,Ca[)es for

eclectic

ni
v

foundations

U

and concepts within both the South
landscape study, that an analysis of

The perceptions

for a more
of cultures
subsequently

to landscape, one

to draw on

and

tradition

Mountain as a cultural landscape must

Mountain

by

in

to

eighteenth

are analysed in

two. Europe held

preconcei ved,

of Africa as the

Continent', which prejudiced the """"'''1"''''''''

of sailors,
or

settlers to

colonists

it as a mythical

or

14Jackson. P., 1989:

long before they ever set foot on

Mountain. Subsequently, when

discoverers and

o/meaning. Unwin

established,

, ... ,....'tI""\T·"

European

Table

they either

and

the

was

London.
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progressively settled,
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the Mountain climbed

subjugated

a perception of Table

this polarisation increasingly
Mountain

landscape encompassed

visitors at
and

therefore

Africa' .

in

was

the more intrepid

the 'gateway to Africa' it represented, offered

enlightened,

exploration, wealth,

unrivalled potential

section two

highlights how throughout

approaches to Africa

Table Mountain were invariably

within
was vastly

imperial doctrine

or civilisation, to the rest

Africa as a heathen

utterly

terms of

the world,

continent.

in particular,

To
w

landscape, religion,

focuses on the cultural landscape

Mountain in the

and

ap
e

Section

This

n

settlers

many

or savagery.

the

emphasises the growing

interests, particularly
the modern-day Mountain. In its

C

consumption

as a community asset, a spiritual
asset,

of

and as an

variety

for a
Mountain is

ity

portrayed as a polyvocal and therefore
against

variety

Mountain

at the turn

er
s

cultural interpretations, however it is proposed
the millennium under

new SANP management, subject

U
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v

to the resurrection of an increasingly modernist metanarrative

such as financial
between

land use, access and management protocol,
to

arisen

Mountain. The

also

for reintroducing, and to some extent
to

'"" ..."' ...... v'v.:t

methodology
artefacts, is

structured

of interests and opinions over

the

two contrasting

provides a

Table

highlighted

particular

the diffusion and construction
to have

relevance to both contemporary

of Table Mountain's cultural LU,,"""''"''"'',,",. Meanwhile
Mountain as a local, national and international symbol is
discourse within all approaches to

nrp,;:pn

Mountain, whether modern,

human

potential
of Table
as an underlying
or

based.
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conclusion

of study,

a step back from

looks at the contrasts

and the
in the

perceptions

of polarisation and

as well as the

and individualistic

with Table

have been clear

cultural landscape.

in the manifestations of the Mountain's
powers and ....... ,,,,,,,.ro

particular, its
to

to the extent
also assesses
landscape contributes to

justify its

,..rr,~o,'r

what this study
study of landscapes within the geographic

the distinctly South African tradition
more widely,

have

emphasising the human
it is proposed

landscape study to
experiential nature

this text offers a

ap
e

is an inherently natural

n

over the

To
w

l"..o.>'...,UI-''''

oee:me:o constant

who behold

and values

of Table Mountain.

and

between

the
within
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of
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African landscape

physical, that

what

8

is an attractive,

and ambiguous term'

It is attractive because it

pleasant images

various scenes

because it involves matters of professional interest
meaning and

is so

to the

landscape can
the idea

400 year

of

of

term

artists. In

on

left few

there is some continuity in

behind, so that

The

16

century

public concern, yet

artistic,

sense it has
academic

17

To
w

technical

a

n

ambiguous because

vistas,

J. B.

is inherently difficult. A leading

a

traceable to

Renaissance

e

ap

he

The

v u ....,u""

the term are

are closely related to

painting. According

the

sixteenth

C

that

bound to landscape study readily ",..... 1-".."

deal

of

to

ity

term that arose out of

rs
U
ni
ve

means

world;

and manmade, it was an articulation
world he

sensibility, a

lived in. 2o 'Implicit in

sound grounding of
'man'
looked at

the human " ..
landscape

'UUVll""JllJ

ability to delimit,

between man

is a visual ideology'.

perspective in

natural
the
21

landscape art
and hence

the chorographic landscapes which

rnr'HPr!

space.
the walls

Meinig, D. W., 1979: The interpretation
Oxford
Press,
Relph, E., 1976: Place alld Placelessness.
17 / bid.p56
18
J. 8.,1984
the vernacular
Yale
Press.
19
D., 1985:
and the evolution 0 the
idea. Transactiolls oftlie
Institute of British
(TlBG). N.S.
20
D., 1984: Social formatioll alld
University of Wisconsin Press.
21 Ibid.p54.
22 Ibid.
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16

sixteenth century Italian halls

palaces illustrated how

of

was a

l<J.1JL""""vU.L''''

seeing the world, with accurate depiction of the land by
achieving aesthetically

and surveys achieved

Although the "nT'I'''''''

11..1':>'".:11-'''''

is complex, elusive and

of geography's most

it is one
most

it refers to one of

"''''''... al!i:)!;;;

the

abiding interests;
society?3 Landscape

.... ".'u\.<u

human

as a concept within

In

, which literally means

nineteenth century

formulating -systematic and

land. The geographic

society's interaction with their physical environs was

n

scenery. In particular this

to link the

To
w

studying this

possible through

to the social, economic and cultural activity in a

gi ven area over

was crucial to such an

landscape

the geographer then analysed

ap
e

morphology

selecting the

C

features

held the

Rappaport 25

of

implicit in this Renaissance

distinction between

ty

separating man from nature
easy. As early as 1956 the

natural

ni
v

that there was not a

U

human
landscape

ro"IP"'~r

er
si

branded landscape.

being

and natural landscape

representing as it
the natural
traditions whilst
and hydrological

on earth that, if not

by Thomas
not been affected by

Carl Sauer conceived
focal point for

of the cultural
studies ever since,

and forms
culture includes

invaluable when

Table Mountain in the 1990's, a

23

Rose,

ecological

has allowed geography to
synthetic approach to

essentialllfu,,1UU) It
24 Ibid

ideologies and

incorporates

approach' to

natural landscape

interactions with

synthetic
IS

physical and

a highly urban and cultural environment.
Livingstone. D. N., Rogers, A., 1996: Human
Oxford.

I7P"'UrEm

An

25

1992:
cultural landscapes. TD.S.R. volume 3,
Thomas, W. L. T., 1956: Mall's role in changing
of the earth.
27 Relph,
1981: Rational
and humanistic geography. Croom
26

University Press.
London.
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must, as a preliminary

Any

1",",'vUI-''''

and place

oplments in the two

many of

ru>r.nr~.n

strong

reasons that will now

this study views

not as a place.

work in the humanist revival within

on

with place.·Relph's Place and
humanist current in geography.

n

example

and complex aspect of the world, that

To
w

place as 'a

features'. The work of Yi

functional
highlighted

e

objective and clearly mirrored

cuI tural ..... ,.... ., . .

ap

discussion concerning
between 'public symbols',

C

place he

, which can only

meaning to
"""P''''''''>"

U
ni
ve

rs

ity

their

landscape theory and these 'public

of

within.

Equally 'fields of

with

, in

a place that are only available to

between the concepts of

landscape implies a different relationship

within

essence from

and

nPI H/"pn

relationship we can have with a place is to

to be a true insider'.

landscape, due to its 'visual
the outside. Hence place is

ensures we are

way we see landscape

way landscape is not.
depend upon

a
to some

rI""nr'::'''''

and, therefore, must appreciate

behind

The most
involves a

31

32

In
Ibid. P 104.

landscape is simply that
on

hand, commonly refers to a more exact

1995: Portraits of place: images of Southern Africa in landscape painting.
MA thesis. Witwatersrand
The perspective of experiellce. University of Minnesota.
1977:
J. A..
A., 1996: Op cit.
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area, a fixed location,
points out landscape

something more

than the more

and 'something less individual,

personalised 'sense

. ·34
M emlg

33

take place' and we can

discrete, than the

a

visual named place; it is a continuous surface rather

locality or

defi ned area' .

Mountain is a
past
Mountain as
Table Mountain is

To
w
n

more recently
unsuitable for
place. For early
contained place,
defined or

was therefore a

ap
e

backdrop that

of Africa as a continent.

landscape

by none but loved by many,

buildings and

U

landscape.

as a beautiful, yet imposing

ni
ve

capetonians. That

rs
ity

interaction, the Mountain still

of a landscape by

can walk on its

of the day they must return to

slopes and plateaux but at
Hence, despite

of
C

this day a landscape

remains to

projected

""""'J.,"'"U

any of the physical

homes below.
classic artistic role

to the daily lives of
of culture, such as
a cultural

not make

have in
onto

Mountain,

form of

mental conceptions, artworks

texts. To understand the nature of

constructs of the Table

landscape, a geographer must first

cultural

something of the intricacies

a

Before studying the
of the term
then
33
34

there is
understanding its nature

rnrll''''''',.

Df()Ce:ss(~s

of

has proven

Meinig, D. W., 1979: Op cit.
Ibid. p3.
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even more

for

some way to

McDowell's

the meaning of culture:
'Culture is a set of ideas, customs and

actions and
built environment.

of
and socially "Plr""..,,,,,

is

Cultural ideas are

of social groups who articulate,

the

these sets of ideas and
spatially

values, which are themselves ternDIDra

en<>",1",

(McDowell, 199435 )

perspective of landscape studies within
ability to

temporally and spatially,

imprint on the cultural landscape. Rappaport 36

that leaves

variability is at

in

contrast

diversity

crossand

vary

but

their

specificity. Meanwhile
rapid

e

slowly,

out that

ap

'popular'
change

it is this variability

w
n

culture is

the most significant

To

From

transformation, are

C

more contemporary, 'popular' landscapes, which are characterised
varied spatially but more so temporally. In

of

these cultural

rs
i

apparently uncoordinated

ni
ve

Cultural landscapes,
within

up to a
similar

human
culture

l'-'Hll,... a

which in turn are

are translated into landscape by

idealised landscape.

a

to an

symbolic, cosmological or

it formally or informally,

a bid to recreate

leads to systematic

whole' because

schemata. 37 Such schemata

landscape, which, Rappaport 38 believes, may
imagined.

the 'actors'

'rel::o~~m~;able

U

the same or

even mythical

at

ty

cultures.

within

one must appreciate the

to

that ,",,,, ... v., ..,,,,,",,, styles

the

of

application of these
material culture, which

turn help
culturally controlled

35

In

f'- _____ •

schemata

G.,

1994: Human

a popular cultural

space and social

science. Minnesota
36 Rappaport,
1992:
37 Ibid.
38 Ibid.
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construction will

developed with ..."'+." ...""""'" to

religious interpretations of Table

Mountain in the

geography is a sub-discipline in itself
need

is

C'/pr\C'/r'lnn

that it

a reappraisal,

1,;UJIU,,'~al-''''

cultural

of

the

how

IS

is

as a result

a

social geography and cultural theory. Until recently its
interpretation of historical, rural and

landscapes, and to static

cultural traits. Though much

remains wel[lue:u to the idea
an approach which

been

this 'new' cultural

landscape, Jackson

to

n

distribution

cultures and

ta."'''''''' the plurality

To
w

of

its dialogue

landscapes with which these cultures are associated.

multiplicity

Table Mountain offers

now

past, is

'-'1.nLVU''''

of a multiplicitous

rs

ity

of

C

In

subjected to a

In

ap

landscape, as Table

culture and

e

an unparalleled opportunity to utilise Jackson's approach of

particular

ni

world and

one

U

over

I<1":U,,\~u.I-''-'

human communities

has come to the

transformation of natural into cultural landscapes. With
study of the

planet never

geography.

In

the century's most eminent

responsible for
could not be
substantive content,

and his Berkeley School, were
studies. Sauer40 believed

the concept of
as an

relationship, it had to have a

landscape. While other practitioners claimed that
and

in

to
saw physical
contrasting nature of
and

cultural

Sauer (1889-1975),

human activity was environmentally determined,

39

the

ve

Cultural geographers study the

Sauer

rise to varying cultural
The cultural landscape could thus
it with the physical

"u ....c,,~ ..... '"

Unwin Hyman, London.
A,1996:
cit.
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been 'fashioned out of a natural

laliOU,,'-',<ljJC

the

IS

by a

area is the medium and the

landscape

Sauer's philosophy posed a direct challenge to
environmental determinism and saw

dominant ideology of

of

as a field

~as

~an

~

the study of natural landscape's evolution into cultural landscape within a temporal
the 'Morphology of landscape' was at once a call to eradicate

framework.
determinism

and provided a

approach to landscape. 44 Indeed Jackson45
remains 'under

cultural

nr<l,,,n,,

to this day

the Sauerian monopoly on cultural geography and
particular

come under severe criticism. The geographic

w
n

landscape

stinging attack on the vagaries

To

obsession with positivist science in the 1950-60's saw the likes ofHartshorne46 lead a
studies. Indeed it was the

cultural

approach

encouraged and

e

of

schools of landscape thought that focused less on
landscape.

of

C

cultural and more on social causality within

ap

facilitated the

Sauer was primarily interested in landscape as a record
which human

rs
i

to

attributing

ty

In

human activity rather than

is actively

47

Hence,

instead of individuals or social

ni
ve

implicitly diverted attention away from the social and towards the physical
environment Although Sauer acknowledged agency

'historically

terms

U

cumulative effects' he focussed on physical and biological processes set
human intervention rather than social

UH.,,-,,,::.::.t;'::..

motion

McDowell sees Sauer's focus as

threefold. Firstly its objective was a historical reconstruction of
the human forces that shaped the landscape, Secondly he

environment and

to identifY distinctive,

homogeneous cultural r:egions defined both by material artefacts and non-material
lVIn,gst()ne, D, N.,
43

1996: Op

Kenzer, M.

Annals

Association ofAmerican
1992: Cited
Ibid.
45 Jackso~ P., 1989:
46 Cited
01wig, K.
Kt:I,;·UVt:JrlllR the substantive nature
653 .
. 47 Jackson,
1989: Op cit.
44

Kersten.

land:scaIle. A.A.A. G. 86(4),
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to study "u,.,,,,,, cultural

such as .....AA,:; .... ~'<:>~.
focussing on how human

. and uses of

conditioned.

Berkeley School under Sauer's leadership adopted the
'!5"'Ul~,a~lVU.

level

notion of a

at a

This sees

individual,

than

thr,DP{)JO,!:!lst Kroeber's

by a logic of

own

constraining human behaviour. People were important for transmitting culture but.
were not necessary for

Instead material symbols (house types, etc.)

became the vehicles for culture's transmission. Hence culture
momentum and is an entity that ..... lUaJ.l;)
the

on what

n

he

rn'<>T"""

as the narrowness and

of the stranglehold that

1<1I1'U;)'...... I-'>;;;

was the

of a

..........,..... " was embodied

developed

ideas

the idea of a superorgaruc culture. The cultural

cultural landscape

custom

on

ap
e

on

To

environmental determinism held over American geography.

w

adoption

its own internal
out,.49

land. 50 He

tradition re<:OQnls:aDle

In

C

imprinted on nature. Subsequently his interest lay in material forms

of

historic artefacts, rather than the more abstract symbols of

symbol, on

and values.

er
si
ty

essentially saw culture as artefact and was not interested in anything that was not
overriding concern was

directly tied to the landscape.
of
for

ni
v

of

the
than

landscape as a record

itself He was

with

process and dynamics of

change. What is beyond doubt is that by pioneering the

U

landscape, Sauer brought the study

of culture and

culture, and more specifically,

cultural

landscape into geography.

If

1925 'Morphology of landscape' saw the birth of

landscape in geography
very dramatic mid-life

study of cultural

the 'Quantitative Revolution' within the discipline was a
In

post war years geography was, according to

'caught between a lack of academic identity and profundity .. and a .
popular base' and ' short on theory, long on facts'. 51 Positivism with its hypothetico
In Gregory, D., Martin,
1994: Op cit.
W,' 1973: The cultural
o/the United States.
50
C.
1925: In Agnew, J. A,
D. N.,
A., 1996:
1969: Explanation in geography.
London.

dll

49

cit.
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deductive methodology

epistemology and ontology

which subsequently
was duly

its academic respectability and

subjective and imprecise nature of

the
call for a

co,."'v.",,.,

cultural

it as

central organising

of

in which regions are

'morphology

a

of geography and
constructions. 52

landscape'

dynamic

saw

the

to

of positivist

defined and investigated by

geographers contributing to economic and

planning. Hartshorne's fundamental

problem with the landscape concept was that

term derived from

of

yet it was also

of a

other, a more or

definitely

aspect of an unlimited extent

solution to this

majority

and

ap

of the

mean on the one hand a definitely

To

the same word
area and, on

Confusion ''''',,,. '''''''' ....

w

. 53

n

definition as a
to the

It had a u.., ...."u."

problematic double

e

'landschaft' which had a

C

for the interpretation

emotive

landscape.

of

subjective

as a science

ty

Mountain's

geography as a positivist science was challenged

the 1970's by

rs
i

The

that of the

landscape and turn to

geographers, was to

this is an approach that
of

German word

humans and

ni
ve

seeking a more 'humanistic' approach to understanding relations
Humanistic geography

U

lost to the discipline
discourse to

revolution and to

the

55

the 1980s,

sought to reformulate
artistic

to recover the geographical

in North

as a concept whose subjective and

s were to be acti vely embraced.

the incorporation

human

of

un.Tlnlf'

was adopted by humanist geographers for
that saw it

positivism;

52

to positivism

in cultural landscape

1939, 1958: Cited by
K.
Ibid. P 152.
54 Ibid.
55 Ley,
Samuels, M.
1978: Humallistic
London.
56 Cosgrove, D., 1984:
cit.

very reasons

subjective, experiential holism that

proclaim. The humanist
interest and

studies. 56

The vigour

1996:

with it
this

II

saw

cit.

53

. prospects and problems. Croom Helm,
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the traditional

approach to cultural landscape strongly

new schools of

arose to

on

critics

superorganic approach to culture

human agency, ran counter to the humanist induced

virtually

contemporary social theory. The
, production processes

approach took

cultural artefacts

consumption

r\h"Pt"t"

was

In

pT'r,,,,r,CTP"'''P

of

granted

conflict over the production and

All that was

throughout the

dispersion

several

'-'HI,L"'L,"'"'U

57

important was the

This obsession with

and thoroughly
and

to suggest

this 'object

little more than 'a celebration

was

and

and
followers.

cultural geography' and more specifically a new approach to

ap
e

Consequently a

but ignored

To
w

n

agency, in the sense of

or groups making choices, interacting,
constraints on one

was

J

static,

and

of

C

cultural

ity

However, before
Sauer and
that

ve

memorably

'morphology of

was

rural landscapes
V,",H'VL"

conditions, it is

the
57

appropriate

dealing

20th

Duncan, J,

In

create a tight 'social
to see

now predominantly relict

beliefs,
landscape is

and reasoning to

post-modern global
Typically the

...... u'"'v'-'

the

that have
of the Metropolis in

Ley, D., 1993: Place!culture!representatioll.
M., 1993: The reinvention of cultural
R.,

traditional

barrier and

and somewhat unfair as he could never
mix

it is

His approach to

friction

coincide. Applying Sauer's
largely

McDowen 6o

his

was undoubtedly effective

social

to write

work into context; knowledge is socially constructed and

U

important to put

spent more time reading his

ni

'Morphology of landscape' than he

some

is merited. Firstly

rs

defence

'new' schools of

its complexity and

London.
A.A.A.G.

"'''V'.''''''''''i5'''',

pl-17.

eds., 1994: Op cit.
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and sophistication
in more traditional

1J"'<U.u,,,,,,,,,,

expression unheard

new

faced with these dynamic new cultural

U;UJ'\.1"''"''HJ...,''

to

to cultural lanasc:aples

Mountain's cultural landscape

the 1990's is a

example

as urban development

such post-modern
political and community

particular,

evaluations

the

Mountain.

obvious di vergence

most immediate

and more contemporary 'New Schools' of landscape study is
the material record of

the former
more metaphorical

of

the latter has looked toward

as

among a

novels

texts

ignored:

ap
e

study.

principles, was Raymond Williams'

to landscape. The common emphasis in

rs
ity

cultural materialist

fore

of
C

One new approach, following

materialist analyses, is

refusal

and indeed

of production. 61
the material

power, it is a

In

of a

the history

idea,

U

62

nTlr",,"nT

ideas, attitudes,

treat the

as independent of the

ni
ve

Culture is a

aesthetic

of production and consumption that lay behind

cultural landscapes, were brought to

and

of texts.

same

of landscape as well as
that

whereas

To
w
n

landsc~pe

Sauer's aDIJrO;aCn to cultural

reinserted landscape into contemporary political and
(as illustrated

how Renaissance

allowed

adoption

linear

land. Williams 64

the control

the cultural materialist approach to illustrate how sets

shared meanings and

social identities are linked to place. It was argued that culture was the lived unity
that

generated structures of feeling. Williams
all kinds were

result of specific

of production, which were

inextricably tied to social relations.

64

country is hardly

P., 1989: Op cit.

61
62
63

forms

Daniels,

Smith, G.,

1994: Op cit.

revolution. Oxford University
l.A,
D.

Oxford.

A, 1996: Op cit.
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ever a landscape'

'the very

implies a separation and

of

observation'. Instead landscape is an
which is

patrician

sensibility' fundamentall y one of
of

r"',."rA/"1,lI"'"

...."","'..,.., painting,

landscape

,",prUf-"r

66

an existentialist Marxist also saw

'sometimes a landscape seems

a setting

curtain behind which their

achievements

the life

capitalist

accidents take

and

to

the dominant

as part

ap
e

H.uJlU"'~"'I-<''''

Mountain as an icon

an imperialist

ni
ve

U

area, and,

to

background,

restricted set of
Cape colonists and

disruption

and after the two world wars. In doing so he

sense of

by a

and a

activities. These are all

"u" ...." ......

in their approach to

approach to landscape
for its

cultural factors and in particular,

landscapes.

Mountain.

and its

likes
of

the contradictory, even

mass culture. McDowe1l 69
70

exhibited by

in tum been criticised by

of producti on

practices cannot

class, production

failing.

rs
ity

towns and villages

based

to subdue the

tended to overlook

orientated, landscapes and set to rectify

('t"\l,t"'M1,."Ar.>r"

and

Furthermore, Williams lamented

study of landscape

McDowell

to

of
C

Mountain

and act as

concept is developed

and eighteenth century

respect to

illustrates

To
w
n

create a 'sensory

68

. Such a

status quo,

this by showing how monuments

highlighted the

a

of the masses

. For Williams 67 landscape

this landscape

was

inhabitants

to the cultural materialist doctrine of

view can clearly be

that

as

the

of

overlooked in the formation of contemporary cultural

consumers

what

In Gregory,

Martin,

1994: Op cit.
D., Martin, R,

D., Martin,

termed 'oppositional cultures and

Smith,

Smith,

eds. 1994:

cit. p335.

eds. 1994: Op cit.
eds. 1994: Op cit.
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communities' .
'floating'

groups are

f'(,'I1"'nT'l'Hlrl

The prime

",,,,,,,uuun_

of such a

is that of youth

more on

than class. In this

within which cultural differences are
long subverted

young

fixed but

they are not

accepted cultural norms and assert, not only

individuality
as fashion
landscape,
workplace and

w
n

geographers
consumption,

a proportion

To

7l

which are consumption based. Similarly the production,

and

IS

an

of

of production

reconciled
framework,

the concept

uncontested

supremacy.

of
C
ap
e

McDowell

cultural

consumption,

refers to a

hegemony.

main

ity

ni
ve
rs

who

U

not take the

instead

more latent and

societies and

that, in

a

Opposition to

dominant
may

undercurrent
III

new SANP management and

resentment

subsequent

violence or even

landscape. Gramsci' s theory is explored
reference to

are

(Barret, 1991, cited by

is never fully

culture

of

forms of ,""v£",,,,.v

that

constructed without recourse to violence or

cultural

those

context it is

'organisation

McDowelC\ Gramsci's work

and accepted social
use of force, even

minoritised

persuasion

for the

of

was in ascertaining how sets

of ideas and ideologies concerning cultural standards,
"'''',...1"'\,....,''' established

>.>H'...... ,.'Vu

cultural

context of Table Mountain with
criticism, growing mistrust and
are

within sections

of the

71

72
73

In
Cited by
P. 1989: Op cit.
Barrett 1971: Cited by

eds. 1994: Op cit.
In Gregory,

Smith, G., eds. 1994:

cit.
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in studying cultural landscapes has witnessed a

on

production of the environment towards

problematising the ways

which

H<1':\..

,,'' <1I.'<;;;; has been reproduced, be it in written

art, maps or topographical surveys, and then

This

of landscape.

to the

is derived from the methodology of art history and
and is now widely utilised by both landscape historians and
geographers to uncover the
landscape as

of meanings and

held in representations of
of nnCT_1m

and symbol. Such an approach is

of represemancm and

......r.,..""", of

are ae(;onstn

and evaluated.

and ....HJIj,uvJ'"

point out,

study of a landscape further transforms its meaning,

depositing

another

IS nel:eSSalY because as Cosgrove

of cultural representation. Post-modernism saw a crisis of

To
w
n

nteron~tatlOn

representation arise within both geography and academic study
and Wallford 75 declared that the texts we construct are not
creatures

always of our own

our own maKtn,g though not

ap
e

world's """'1-''''' and structures but

Hence questions arose
signifier (language,

of
C

understand the relationship

work on
he

the quest to
etc.) and .."h''' ..." ....

reflects

rs
ity

(reality).

the

.,.,n""l'l.rc

cultural landscapes were seen as

people

ni
ve

more significantly the material cultures) that inhabited them. They were a palimpsest
of the past, 'a medal struck in the likeness ofpeoplen , the

however

true Sauerian style, and used to delimit cultural zones. Duncan

U

be identified,

the landscape geographer to uncover the layers of ,,,,"_u,n.,,,,

within those surface remains and relict

that the likes

landscape reCiJnSlm
is invisible' and
beyond the

a

traces of whom could

Sauer and then later
Duncan78 proclaims the

one must

subtexts

that these landscape codes cannot be deciphered
relJlres:en1tatl,on, instead landscapes must be treated as an anonymous text

R. A., 1993: Historical geography. Hodder
London.
D., Wallford, R., 1989: Horizons in Human
Bames and
76
1""1
D., 1994: Geographical imaginations. Blackwells, Oxford.
i1 Ibid. P 144.
78 Ibid.
74

on

lie

Cited by

New
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which

various textual communities

must seek to 'identify

form around

79

(intertextual)

These encoded

texts are essentially endless

dimensions.

no

IS

or

interpretati ve

no objective truth

landscape

In

is a subjective phenomenon. When looking at the iconography of
first

'U"''''''b''' the geographer must

artist or

way of

well as his own perce:ptl11allens in interpreting

If this sense

deconstruction is followed then
a way

text

an interpretative cultural
symbol'. Although

w
n
landscape,81 reaffirm
weaves

a post-modern

they potentially still

ity

1.11U',","'"

world out of
of these

the

them
the best means to create a

words about landscape do not

ni
ve
rs

vision of landscape.
sense,

iconography

<>nl",p~.r Y'U,,, ... v,,,,,

intellectual study.

any

that is

of

To

own right' .

Daniels in

symbols

us

landscape, but as a

a representation in

images

seeing'.

of
C
ap
e

v~~ . . . ,..,

of

Cosgrove

could
Mitchell 80 argues

understood not as the

art in particular is
access to

as

nothing

the world in

but the rhetoric of

Rundstrom 82 states that as landscape texts accumulate and gain authority

and
provided

U

discourses anchored in culturally
It must be

rr""I.... <T~·.,nh""'·C'

recognise

unquestioned norms
out

this does not devalue

traits

analysis

as sources,

the

of

cultural landscapes.

This
create a

vision,

both feminist landscape discourses

to anthropological views

landscape which place

powerless.

on

79

In

80

Mitchell, W. J.
and Power. University of
D., Daniels, S., 1988: The

81

historical attempts to

approach to landscape studies,

mr!<,tr"."

"",u<u

emphasis on

links
it

roots not only

p14.
Press,

R. A., 1993: Book Reviews. Geographical Review. 83, p205-207.
J.
D. N.,
A., 1996:
cit.
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fear of,

in the masculine
nature. Rose

a

landscape is

whilst the passivity
division

looked at is the

h

roots in the 1i

Such a

when women were seen as

natural laws and, like nature, tamed

repositories

it was believed that

rational man.

were· examinable and

concludes that

unknown is

in cultural geography by

gaze on

pleasure and that

by a

scene to be

nature; the

the

interpreter.

still pervade
own pleasures,- which

refusal to

In

geography
continues to deny

within the

approach to Table Mountain which was

To

particularly as regards

masculine ethos
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and tamed,

to

e

was deemed a

whereby the

its beauty was seen in

at the anthropology

landscape, criticise the

typified by Cosgrove

as 'a cuI tural

ap

Hau ..........

relevant to this
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n

simultaneously display its masculinity. Gender discourses are

and O'Hanlon,85 in
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a pictorial way
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approach to

of
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feminine terms.
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claiming such an

and symbolising

is essentially

to

U

experience intrinsic to

with
HUj: ....

into landscape tout
approach to landscape is
distinct from those who
must be
breaking
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(the
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any concept
it takes

re[)re:sernallIO]rlal

Hence Hirsch
in that it privileges
to it as 'insiders'.

unpacked' as a
between
seeks to

inside the

. Hirsch cites

the geographic
point of

as

it is proposed
and studied crossand outsiders. 87 This
of the

landscapes

M., Butlin, R, Heffernan,
1995: Geography and IIn1Jf':r,Wllsm. Manchester University
Manchester.
O'Hanlon, M., 1995: The anthropology of landscape. Oxford U ni versilY Press, Oxford.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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to

effect,

the environment is a

known by means

the traces of

through it

movements,

it. To the alien eye

agency

movement
narratives and

the landscape

and problems

impenetrable

of the

to the nati ve

a sea of

arose when
to Gow,

established land rights for the

paper,

embodying

of

their

found

within

established

propertised by

n",,'Ulf'TIr

was now delimited,

and not their

and
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to the land.

are all dependent
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the geographer to

clearly a

landscape must
a temporal

89

e

an additive

ap
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where does this often contradictory, constantly
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The question
eclectic mix of
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approaches within

is no absolute landscape, no

right or wrong

to landscape study
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to
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deconstructing the lccmOQ:nmn
cultural landscape.

necessitate

ret)re~;en

meanings. Interpreting

the Mountain will

a

endeavour in studying

criticisms of such a methodology

much a subjective

artwork is never

DerCet~t1

the case in

accounts of Table

and

were both highly

constructs.

it is this imperial
tainted people's

and how they
and feelings
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uncover. As to how one can
into yet another text (this

88
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this text seeks to

Mountain, that

recreate these texts

translate,
it is in all probability an

In Hirsch, E" O'Hanlon, M., 1995: The fln/'!7rr,nnfna
1992: Op cit.

shown this is
it is undeniably a

from

cultural forces of its

product of the ideology

is no

unravel

peoples past
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ve

Mountain has meant to

colonial

norm,equally
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Mountain? Just as

imagery

leave us as

of

which
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image and
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landscape as a
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undoubtedly be a

text

highlighted,

have
correct

must

approach

iconographical

Mountain.
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of national identity. Therefore it is important to grasp some conception of the history
of the landscape tradition in South Africa.
Lammas 94 states that the landscape is fundamental to the South African identity:
'scripted in the national anthem is a love for and communion with the land rather than
a monarchy or religious figure'. However much of the South Africa landscape
tradition is a product of Empire, of settler Europeans, and subsequently South Africa
has historically been portrayed as a land of wild animals, uncouth and bizarre natives,
dazzling topography and brilliant sunshine. Indeed beyond these imperialised visions,
particularly when compared to western landscape traditions, South African
geographers have provided scant insights into the nation as experiential place or

w

n

landscape. Only recently through the work of the likes of Hart, Lammas and Coetzee,

To

is the wealth of original, meaning laden cultural landscapes within South Africa
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Landscape studies, and indeed the very discipline of geography, in South Africa
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understanding for founding a Southern African Empire. Hudson 96 claims a new
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race domination'. Said
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territorial acquisition, economic exploitation, militarism and the practice of class and

, which lead to their creation, and which made them possible and intelligible. Much of

U

the early artwork and poetry portraying South African landscapes was politically
linked to imperial objectives. These objectives were achieved through methods such
as juxtaposing or 'propping' South African landscape with European features and
ideals to alleviate homesickness, or dramatising and demonising the landscape to
stress its alien nature and need for imperial taming. Hence early representations of
South African landscape are often 'white lies' about a place that 'inspired dread,
enthusiasm, arrogance, hatred, sorrow, awe and homesickness among people who
remained outsiders to it even once they had settled in the country' .98 This theme of
Lammas, R. c., 1995: Op cit. pl.
Hart, D. M., 1984: Soutiz African literature and Johannesburg's black urban townships. Unpublished
MA dissertation, Witwatersrand University; Coetzee, 1. M., 1988: Op cit; Lammas, R. c., 1995: Op cit.
96 Cited by Driver, F., In Daniels, S., Lee. R., 1996: Exploring Human Geography. A Reader. Arnold,
London. p344.
97 Said, E. F.. 1985: Orientalism. Penguin. London.
98 Lammas, R. c., 1995: Op cit. p67.
94

95
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South Africa National Galleries
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Plate 5: Title page Cartouche of the world, date unknown from Bowles 1790.
(Source: Vergunst, N., 1999: South Africa National Galleries Table Mountain
Project. Draft)

Plate 6: Beunting's conceptual postulation of the world in Itineranium Sacrae
Scriptura by H. Beunting 148l.
(Source: Vergunst, N., 1999: South Africa National Galleries Table Mountain
Project. Draft)
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Sailors, Table Mountain, and the Cape of Good Hope

'The Cape of Good Hope is the most extreme point of Africa, and of the Old World to
be southward, and is probably the most important promontory in the whole world'
(Thunberg, 1772

141)

For those journeying from Europe to tap the wealth of the East Indies, Table Bay,
which lay effectively halfway on this route, was a vital stopping point. The bay
provided a sheltering harbour in a storm swept region, freshwater, and after the Dutch
settled there in 1652, a convenient, fruitful, and later enjoyable, stopping point for
tired and often scurvy-ridden sailors. Whether it was a stopping point, halfway stage
or simply a sheltering bulwark, a sighting of the Cape of Good Hope, which usually
142

never failed to be a cause of celebration. The first sailor to sight

),

To

(Mentzel, 1785
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revolved around seeing Table Mountain, which was visible 15 leagues away
land was traditionally rewarded. According to Mentzel 143 , on sighting land the sailor
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'sings out in a cheery voice "Land!'" and receives 10 Gulden and a half a dozen
bottles of wine from the Captain. The ship's bell would be rung and the head steward
would regale the crew with a glass of brandy for each man'. Blount (1820 144), stated
just how important this first sighting of a speck of land was to those whose:

ity

'eyes had been accustomed to range at large over the blue expanse of waters without
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one object to diversify and break up the sameness of the view' and how 'the first sight
of land is really dazzling, its outline, shape and colour, are more vi vid and distinct,
more intensely present to us than at any other time in our Ii ves.'
145

described how he and the crew waited on deck for the first sight of

U

De Mist in 1802

Table Mountain 'with the impatience of prisoners who saw their release a day away'.

For the early voyagers to the Cape and beyond, with supplies running low, scurvy and
illness frequently having decimated the crew, and facing the prospect of the Cape of

Forbes, V. S., 1986: Carl Peter Thunberg travels at the Cape of Good Hope 1772-75. Second series
17.Reprint. Van Riebeck Society, Cape Town. p24.
!42 Mandelbrote, H. J., translator, 1921: o.F. Mentzel: A geographical description of the Cape of Good
Hope 1785. Van Riebeck Society, Cape Town. p86.
143 Ibid. pS7
144 Blount, E., 1820: Notes Oil the Cape of Good Hope made during an excursion in that colony in the
year 1820. John Murray, London. p23.
145 De Mist, J. A. u., 1954 reprint: Diary of ajoumey ro the Cape of Good Hope and the interior of
Africa in 1802 alld [803. A.A. Balkema, Cape Town. p20.
46
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110.

Stonns, the importance of the sight of land and relative safety of Table Bay cannot be
overstated. Elias Hesse in 1681 146 described seeing Table Mountain
'which fortunate sight caused a yet greater joy among the crew because all had given
up hope and despaired for ever seeing the Cape, thinking that we had already passed
it.'

Father Guy Tachard (1686 147 ) describes the first sighting where:
'the joy of everyone was indescribable. Greedily each sought to breathe in the land
air, and it seemed as though it already refreshed us'.

Indeed, such was the overwhelming joy many felt on seeing land that they effectively

w
n

saw paradise when there was none. Sparrman (1772 148 ), confirms this ove~-emotional
response to the first sight of the land, when he recalls being informed by Captain

To

Cook that he [Cook] and his friend Sir Joseph Banks 'prejudiced by the relations of
others' considered the Cape, the first time they saw it the most delightful and fertile
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place in the world. They even innocently mistook the barren heaths to the north of the
town for rippling fields of com. To these voyagers the Cape of Good Hope was an
oasis, a haven in harsh seas. In later years when Cape Town became 'the tavern of the
oceans' it was a festive port of merriment and drunken debauchery that sailors

ity

universally looked forward to visiting. 149 For the Dutch sailors in particular, after the
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town was established, arriving at this home from home was keenly anticipated. Their
delight at sighting Table Mountain was all the more palpable
'because although at a distance of 3000 miles from his fatherland, he was, as it were,

U

about to find it here again: at least he was going to arrive in a country being governed
by his own homeland, inhabited by people with Netherlands blood in their veins,
speaking the same language and cherishing the same sentiments towards their
motherland. '
(Nahuys von Burgst, 1806 15 °)

146 In Raven-Hart, R. c., 1971: The Cape of Good Hope 1652-1702. Theftrst 50 years of Dutch
colonisation. As seen by callers. Volume 2. p247.
147 Ibid. p322.
148 Forbes. V. S., ed., 1975: Anders Sparrman, volume 1, second series no.6. A voyage to the Cape of
Good Hope 1772-76. Van Riebeck Society, Cape Town. p44.
149 Green, L. G., 1949: in the land of the afternoon. H.B. Timmins, Cape Town.
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For these Dutch sailors Cape Town, most visibly embodied in Table Mountain, was a
distant home from home, a place for recuperation, relaxation and revelry after
anarduous and often perilous sea-voyage.

However, just as the sight of Table Mountain and the Cape was to some a source of
joy, to those approaching it at the wrong time of year, or any other time when the
weather was bad, it reverted to the Cape of Adamastor, a place of purgatory, storms
and hellish torment. Hakluyt's 1598 151 account reflects the great fear and trepidation
held by sailors approaching the Cape of Storms:
' ... always making our supplications to God for good weather and salvation of the
ship, we came at length-unto the point, so famous and feared of all men'.
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Ships in Table Bay would rely on two anchors to hold them fast in storms, yet, when

To

the Cape seas and winds were at their peak, early voyagers all too frequently found
themselves at the mercy of the Cape elements. Cortemunde (1672 152 ) described how

ap
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the winds would pick up suddenly and with immense force, sweeping down from the
mountains to devastating effect. In one such gale his ship was rendered helpless and

C

left to drift when its topmast was broken in four places. To the early voyagers there

of

was essentially no sanctuary to be had during the frequent Cape storms, caught as

ty

they were between high seas and a rocky, unexplored coast. Their prospects of
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survival in such conditions were ominous:
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'and there we stood as utterly cast away for under us were rocks of maine stone so
sharpe and cutting, that no ancre could hold the ship, the shore so evill, that nothing

U

could take land and the land itself so full of Tigers and people that are savage, and
killers of all strangers, that we had no hope of life nor comfort, but onely in God and a
good conscience.'
(Hakluyt, 1598 153 ).

Through the centuries the prospect of a stormy cape filled sailors with dread. As late
as 1869, the memoirs of Captain Semmes describe the awesome spectacle of the Cape
during a storm whereby 'the elements seemed to be literally at war, low scud rushing

150 Bax-Botha, M_ A, translator and ed., 1993: Nahuys von Burgst: Adventures in the Cape o/Good
Hope in 1806. South Africa Library (SAL), Cape Town. p 13.
151 Hakluyt, R., 1907 reprint: The principal navigations, voyages, traffiques alld discoveries o/the
Engish Nation. Volume 4. Dent, London. p237.
152 Heningson, H., Varley, D. V., translators and eds., 1962: All adventure at the Cape a/Good Hope,
December 1652, by 1. P. Cortemunde. Cape Town Library, Cape Town. p26.
153 Hakluyt. R., 1927: Op cit. p237.
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to the shore, and climbing as if pursued by demons up and over the lions rump and
Table Mountain'. 154 Hence, long after he had taken his revenge in drowning Dias, the
malevolent spirit of Adamastor, protector of the Cape and tormentor of passing ships,
still pervaded people's perceptions of the region. Ships would approach the Cape of
Good Hope with a quiet reverence hoping that the Cape's spirit would be benevolent.
The Cape, headed by Table Mountain, was accorded a definite personality aldn to that
of Adamastor, whose range of influence though short was locally all powerfuL
Cortemunde (1672 155 ) named this figure 'Aeolus' who had taken up residence in the
Mountain in preference to all other places in the world:
'For here he can lay his table with clouds and let his hom-blower, Triton, strike up

n

such it musical harmony, that men and animals take fright and tremble.'

To
w

Lady Anne Barnard l56 on arriving at the Cape in 1797 similarly described how,
'The Genius of the Cape is determined he will not let me sail into his bosom without
shewing me what his seas are.'
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One of the earliest examples of these mysterious and malicious perceptions of the
Cape arose with the sighting of a comet in 1500. At the time Pedro Alvares Cabral

C

was at the Cape with a fleet of 13 ships, one of which Dias commanded, and the

of

spectacle filled his sailors with terror. Europe traditionally associated comets with

ty

impending disaster and their sightings were a cause of widespread fear and alarm. 157
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The comet appeared over the mountains of the Cape for 8 days and shortly after its
disappearance the fleet was struck by a tornado and 4 ships, including that of Dias,

U

grew rapidly.ls8
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were lost, the rest scattered. From such origins the legend of the evil Cape of Storms

Seemingly, as far as voyagers were concerned, the Cape of Good Hope embodied
visually in Table Mountain, was both an eagerly anticipated and much welcomed
stopping point, as well as the scene for sea-based terror at the hands of its ferocious
storms. This transformation between heavenly shelter and hellish oblivion was near
instantaneous. The winds blowing down from Table Mountain, could transform the
Cape from paradise to purgatory in a flash. Moreover man was left powerless, his fate

Semmes, R., 1869: Memoirs of a service afloat. Held at Simonstown Museum, Acc no. 81-48. p660.
Heningson, H., Varley, D. V., translators and eds., 1962: Op cit. p17.
156 Lewis-Robinson, AM., ed., 1993: The Capejoumals of Lady Anne Barnard 1797-8. Second series
no.24. Van Riebeck Society, Cape Town. p136.
157 Burman, J., 1976: The bay of storms. Human and Rousseau, Cape Town. p3.
158 Ibid.
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visitors and settlers a worthy setting for Dante's paradise. Drake 162 on his historic
voyage around the world famously recorded 'This cape is the most stately thing in the
whole circumference of the earth'. Meister (1677 163 ) claimed to have seen no other
place 'where God and Nature have granted finer and better conditions'. Van
Riebeck164 leading his party of early settlers described finding on the downs beside
the Mountain 'the most beautiful land for sewing and for grazing that one could
desire'. In 1620 Augustin de Beaulieu 165 described:
'Forests of tall trees, as thick as apple-trees with no fruit on them and of a very hard
wood, all along the mountains there was an infinity of game, and on the mountains are
great numbers of monkeys, marmots, lions, lynxes, foxes, porcupines, ostriches,

w
n

elephants and other beasts, unknown to me.'
Abundant game, quality timber and beautiful pastures greeted the early settlers, which

To

when accompanied by the promise of mythical kingdoms, Christians and gold mines
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beyond Table Mountain, convinced many it was God's southern paradise.

C

Equally, for those who believed in and saw paradise, there was always a serpent,

of

whilst for others, there was no Paradise at all, simply purgatory. Father Tachard
(1688 166 ) described the lands of the Cape as 'the most sterile and horrible in the

ty

world'. In winter the land was racked by storms and squalls and battered yearlong by
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south-easterly gales. The same plains Van Riebeck167 deemed so pleasant and fertile,
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during winter lay utterly underwater; an intractable swamp. Furthermore, for many

U

years these plains, lying beyond the Mountain, were too far away for the
undermanned settlement to protect and cultivate. Van Riebeck (1653 168 ) himself
describes the torment of the winds, as crops and vegetables that were flourishing
could be 'blown to bits' by winds overnight.

Far from being happy in this southern paradise, many seventeenth century settlers
were gravely depressed, bemoaning the twist of fate that brought them to this farflung, savage and inhospitable land. Van Riebeck recorded in 1652 the plight of a
depressed thief, who had committed a series of crimes simply so that he would be
In Tredgold, A., 1985: The Bay between the MOllntains. Human and Rousseau, Cape 'Town. p21.
In Raven-Hart, R. c., 1971: Op cit. Volume 1. p19.
164 Thorn, H. B., ed., 1970: Journal of Jan Van Riebeck. Volume 1: 1651-55. Balkema, Cape Town.
p35.
165 In Raven-Hart, R. c., 1967: Op cit. p99.
166 In Raven-Hart, R. c., 1971: Op cit. Volume 2. p276.
167 Thunberg, C. P., 1986: Op cit. p49.
162
163
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Chapter Two: The imagined becomes reality
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Mountain was their shield,

Africa. As

(1772 186 ) stated 'the Town has neither

nor

a

security in a land of savages'.

settlers and indeed, future

an

a constant in lives that were
highlights

of
when

how

Mountain:
as a Mountain

as a

."".."tu ... ,,,,

with the difference only, that it will

test of time

n

or

Peters is as a church, ...

To
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better.'
Dutch, but also the English, the height,
and its dramatic plateau, coupled with their

such

as a
188).

'a remarkable feature in this
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constant

in comparison to their home landscapes.

were
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ap
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truly

face of

Table Mountain, Signal Hill and Devils

of

height, portraying Table Mountain

ity

was clearly an
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of the Mountain as well as
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appearance. On

at
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grossly miscalculate their

Mountain, varied considerably

1681

(l62i 90) wild 11853 feet, a
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to exaggerate and dramatise
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on its
were

in artistic renditions. The 'Vue de

(cl760, see plate 11) is undoubtedly the most
reproduction of the Table Mountain

C'nr.",ar1

with Lions Head and Devils
but its height, gradient and general a01)e3lrallce
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cit.
1993: Op cit. p218.
1971. Op cit.
cit.
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Plate 11: Vue de Cap Bonne Esperance by C. H. du Mal, c1760.
(Source: Vergunst, N., 1999: South Africa National Galleries Table Mountain
Project. Draft)
However not all visitors to the Cape looked on the Mountain landscape favourably,

of

again there was a polarisation of opinion between those who wondered at its grandeur

ity

and stunning profile and others who viewed the landscape with contempt. Spamnan

rs

(177i 91 ) a keen botanist, arrived at the Cape, no doubt having heard of its natural

ve

beauty, eager to study and record the regions flora. However, he was evidently

U
ni

somewhat disappointed, describing the trees of Table Mountain 'if they may be so
called' as stunted and 'dried up with pale blighted leaves, and upon the whole [they]
have a miserable appearance'. Spamnan 192 repeatedly states that the Cape is neither
as green nor as beautiful as Europe and claims that the flowers cannot show their
beauty because they are obscured by the 'pallid hues' of the regions grasses. Equally,
he found Table Mountain and the plains below nowhere near as captivating as the
European landscapes he had been raised on. This theme of comparing Table
Mountain, the Cape of Good Hope, and Africa in general to Europe and the Imperial
bias that taints such comparisons will be analysed later in the section.

A feature of Table Mountain that was free from such prejudices, largely because it
was unique and offered no real scope for comparison, was its Tablecloth. The
191

Forbes, V. S .. ed., 1975: Op cit. p46.

192

Ibid.
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fine
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that never failed to

Barnard 193 saw it as a thing of

Lady

amaze and
beauty
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the Mountain's beauty; a

Tablecloth was an integral

and likened it to 'a necklace of vapours that

climatic phenomenon, it evoked

Mountain's great throat'. As a

both wonder and curiosity and was widely chronicled and speculated
another

Many, though

of

of the Tablecloth,

found themselves unprepared

cloud-topped Mountain. De
rn'JPr.n

in particular, marvelled at

of 'the most

Dante's

atop Table Mountain is

the Mountain and

of Schouten (1638-1704, see plate

Tablecloth.

and produced

the Mountain as having impossibly

much

such as

(1731, see plate 13)

and seem to hint that the only

ascending to its cloud-enshrouded, heavenly plateau is

stepped

would be shown
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to heaven.
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the
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alike was one

the sight

winds amid

repeatedly

overwhelming

Tablecloth has

Tablecloth by

to

invariably linked to

arrival

storms. Throughout his journals, Van Riebeck195

it

Kolb (1731 196)
signs

and means to

and concern.

heavy

the

as a

Mountain with a sense of

up at

God would

with a cloud based stairway

viewed the

were

Over

with the idea

of

reward

righteous,
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claim that

clouds.
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means

fearing

which wreaked
sailors

to cause, that ensured

. It was

Cape was

havoc on

sighted the Mountain would

Tablecloth, which 'was

terrible Southeast winds at
were

it

whiteness' .

paradise

apparent in artistic portrayals

of

of the

n

to a snow

throughout

To
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Europe as

the

upon to

cause of

and
'in
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with all
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ed. ,1993: Op cit. pi53.
residence at the
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Volume 4
Journal
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Town. p92.
1 5 See for example the entry in Van Riebeck's
for November 2 nd 1653 in: Thorn, H. B., ed.,
1970:
cit. Volume Lp187.
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1971: The present state oj the
oJ Good Hope. 1731. Joshua Reprints, London.
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frontispiece engraving for P. Kolb 1727.
N., 1999: South Africa National
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trading
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1840,

which had proved

several
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was tormented by
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from his

with

can imagine
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soon we shall be
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houses and
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Mountain up to three

and roaring, which rumbled

the

were felt. It was well known that when
town laying

(Vaillant, 1790202 ).
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the Tablecloth with evil is apparent in the Malay

Peak got its name.
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that

Peak]

hit the

wig' the winds would tear down
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in the
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stones from the Mountain slopes, which

ty

a horrific

they called

in 1679,

that this was not an unusual occurrence during storms.
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Cortemunde (1672201 )

apart' .

'one could

of

were so

European

winds were so
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somewhat bemusedly, that

not here " ... ,.'r ....... speak although not

of how

experienced by
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Iversen 199

and evil,

winds associated with Table Mountain were,

an intensity unlike

most part,

caused

either put down two anchors or

Tablecloth,
is evident.

food' (Iversen,

of people racing to secure

storm.

beautiful and
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Tablecloth

in the harbour
out to sea,

approach.'

was a common

the Mountaintop. Van Riebeck

as it slowly

waste to

windy treasures,

threatening

When people saw clouds gathering over
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his approach

dangerous and nearly saw his ship

clouds, and
like a

Campbell l97 told

Malay

as colonial
myth relates to how,
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to

was transplanted

Asia

establish
pirate named

197 Campbell,
1840: Voyages to
the Cape
Unknown
London.
p55.
198 In Raven-Hart, R.
1971: Op cit. Volume 1.
199 Ibid.
200 Ibid. p220.
201
H., Varley, D. V., translators and eds., 1962:
cit. p16.
202 Vaillant,
1790: Allecdotes ill
the Cape
Hope il1to the illterior parts of
Africa. Derton, London. SAL, AZ 968 7025TILEV. pI!.
203 Cape Mazaar
1996: Guide to the kramats of the western
F. A. Print,
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Hunks, was out walking on the
demanded a fill

tobacco and ultimately challenged him to a

he obliged.

were set, the soul

Von Hunks against

for days until

stranger collapsed,

world.

the

to revive

when the
devil. The
away,

saw the

he faced

suddenly disappeared

Mountain

the devilish Tablecloth

all its incumbent

linked yet

to Table Mountain,

it blamed

their woes upon it.

over the Mountain,

He Uv"v"'VvU a 'water spout'

a huge

to a
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water down the slopes and into

a

Dutchman, soldier, several

power of the Mountain, it's ability to unleash

this

of

which heightened its
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or no
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livestock. It was

mightiest of

and revered stature
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destructive natural
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his pipe.

drinking and
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Residents in the Table Mountain landscape
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hopes and
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much as a
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a landscape,

often
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as an icon for

Europeans

in very real terms.

a haven for

In the century or so
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wild

Mountain was one of

by
Cape Town's

its resident
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Mountain's

a lived-in landscape that interacted with

Mountain was

overriding emotion

infl uential, still essentially

the n,.."""",..

those who
was not

Mountain has so

1947: Tavern
Seas. H. B.
1864: Voyage to the
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dangerous baboons and murderous

Manchester.
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Lion Hill,
haunt

to Kolb

a

its name

Lions, and one in

'made woeful

among the cattle,

neighbourhood some

whom

terribly annox'd

devoured ... he

inhabitants in the
and
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the

whole
The Mountain was
at night

that would

livestock and were widely rumoured to

on occasion.
bitten

leopards and tyger-wolves

1659 some clothing,

and skull, with the cranium

Hill, the person was presumed devoured by a lion. 207

was found on
of

region were

by 'the credulous country

inhabited

true mythical
1785 208 ).

dragon-winged, four-footed

been climbed

, in

(Mentzel,

the myths surrounding

treasures it contained,
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To

mysterious beasts,

the Mountain, and

mauled

w
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creep

haunt

certainly did live in

Creatures

troubled

they

numbers on

capetonians.

and even raping people who
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. 209 T appen 210 m 1682 reca11ed
Mountam.

Mountain at night,
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would steal

large

fantastic all y
venture onto

of viscous baboons

with elaborate teamwork,

were unafraid of dogs

to follow

the Mountain

hurl stones
Vaillant (1790 211 )
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down on

Mountain were baboons,

Baboons were

of

as
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the early

U

Mountain was also home to a

and ugly appearance

carrion

it was loathed by locals.

blew the vultures off
residents would rush out

baboons, vultures and
slaves were perceived
to their

a bird

1971: Op cit.
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the Mountain was a place of refuge
<LVv .... , ' u ...

at

escaped

These 'droster's' fires would illuminate the Mountain slopes
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to capetonians

inhabitants.

to

and

baboons

were too afraid (of

themselves) to venture into the Mountain

criminals to

Mountain was

Cape Town, and as

fear and

confines

on or near the Mountain

prey to some

to

bring these

beyond the

it was
np,.",," went

with
were

runaway. Meanwhile, these

would

was their fortress

found an account on eight

studying the records at the Cape Archives

men, women and children who attempted to run
Peak for a week,

on

and
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away to Madagascar.
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on

n

their would-be captors. Colvin (1912 212)

brutally

to hide behind

points,
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pursuers, offering
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two shepherds, the wilds of
them to
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In

C

having

Mountain and

alarm in the Town over the number of runaways, an estimated

in the Mountain. It

of

was feared they would unite at a place known to them all and there grow
than the Hottentots, would become

ity

and
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rs

encapsulates the fear and

ni

Table Mountain. It existed
was a wilderness not only
same,

the regulations and influence

were

to

sought a
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Thorn. H. B.,

baboons,

'Darkest

were malicious
supplies

and fell

Mountain, and as such enjoyed a form

truly

that would ultimately

would often help the town

fish, they would

meat

their society, it

over, their Town.

It is worth pointing out that not all human mountain
criminals. The

viewed

Mountain, which contained

could support a society of runaways and
embryonic civilisation

This worry

. 213

with which the

but also

U

believed

more of a threat to the

and ... ul,.,L".... '

'Hon. Company' than even these

and

side of the

informal employment. Many deserters

an escape from the strict

of

early settlement.

1912: Op cit. p23 L
1970: Op cit. volume 2. p329.
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Renshaw (1864214), who
how a

to the Cape

from the garrison

months in a

hearing an account of

himself and a black

cave on the

of Devils Peak,

him.

Joshua P enny215

plants,

wild honey

described

1804,

for upwards

ngorous
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survived on

over a

in the caves

Table Mountain.

territory, with its many cave

as

to a city and

claimed:
'I never enjoyed

life

Table Mountain

while I lived

u..., ...,au.,,,-

of

I had secured

English' .

of mountain runaways

the Mountain. 216 This ruling was

to

the hills, orders were

Town family and fled into

to

also

victuals', which

would

to

the following night in 'a most magnificent spectacle ... for

of

the Mountain a much more

extent

eruption'

elevation and

Vaillant, 1790

).

In 1835,
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which included the eruption of a column
100 feet high and 20-30

very real
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divorced
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enormous
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spectacle
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at the height of
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murdered a

a group of
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century. In 1760,

well into

flame some

which made the Mountain resemble 'the crater
first
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and

over the brim and
Mountain were

to the mythical ethos
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attached to the
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mysteries historically associated with Table Mountain by those who
lived in its shadow fonn an

part of its perception as a cultural landscape.

Table Mountain was an Icon for all the
Europeans

phenomena that

with the African

Cape of Good

From Dias' 1488 rounding

until long after

there abounded

had been climbed
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to mysterious

revelations of distant kingdoms. On

at the

the

explored

7

hidden treasures and
intrepid

could only

have had their hopes

fmding such fabulous treasures and lost

by

the awesome

of

Mountain. With the southern tip of
the imaginations

interior beyond would reveal.
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ran wild when contemplating what

Europeans duly

n

holding such a unique and

continent

all the African myths, undoubtedly the most intriguing, from a European
holding lost

ofMonompotapa particularly obsessed Van K1t~Oe(;K

soon as he had founded
kingdom. The Dutch
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Cape's settlement he set about searching for this mythical
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for

India Company had ordered Van Riebeck to make finding

of

The

concept
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Monomotapa his prime objective once the settlement was established. 219 It was hoped
that once the kingdom's people became acquainted with
domination of
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kind treatment to the

they might be
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to bring their gold, ivoI)' and
Sofali

to the

Mozambique. 220 Rumour had it that
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ofMonomotapa was
ru~

beyond
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Dutch and compared their

to

top of Table Mountain the
Hottentots Holland Mountains. With
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mapped out not only the exact position of this

land but also

the locations
of

towns.
the

fuelled his
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was full of fabulous gems, abundant gold and stone
of

called Chobona. She
the kingdom lay
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young

on telling her master

himself set out

command of

numerous others,

to hear. Van "'''''~v'''''n

what
expeditions, and

and patronised

without success, and he left the

still dreaming

this

fantastic, promised kingdom.

Maintaining

of Table

a fabulous

as a

myths abounded of

lying on its plateau. Kolb firmly believed in

Cortemunde

described the

of

Table top

and

Mountain as

a

brook, which:
'formed quite a

pond from which fish of many colours, black, white,
can be caught, and when they

they tum grass
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blue, yellow, silver, gold, purple

the waters that
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most tasty ... such as not to
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and were heavily criticised by

amongst others, who pointed out that in winter
water but no fish-filled lake.
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such myths
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and how people at the

powerful aura that
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about, and

willing to

found in all the
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. Such fantastic accounts were undoubtedly

top

from this lake

The commonly held opinion that the Mountain was once covered by the
the

who

and tribute to,

Mountain as a
creation. Blount (1821

amazed at the apparent age of the Mountain,
vast antiquity, that

it must

found his views supported by finds
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a
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and precipices as marks

a
shells and other

to the rest

the

substances
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on the mountains of the
been

This,

believed, was ample proof that

Table Mountain was
by man, unspoilt
Flood, a shrine to

eyes of Christians

as an idyllic

remaining just how

magnitude and beauty

creation,

reaffirming

flood

it, proof of the

God's creation.

reflecting
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became a priority

search
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her vast wealth. After
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took
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bemoaning
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mines

king. Nevertheless the Frenchman,
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nearby.227 Unsurprisingly
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myths and secrets. In
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up to 50
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was to frustrate them
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now known as Silvermine), nobody made their

from Mountain

gold.

It seems no myth or rumour, no matter how

foundations

'ancient pattern'
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with Table Mountain. John Barrow, the traveller and author,
the top
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a serpent with a crown upon its
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of mystery and intrigue, and as such it was a microcosm
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Climbing the Mountain
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and

Mountain's landscape is arguably
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Firstly, climbing
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century, took undoubted joy
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perceptions
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ascent.
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this enjoyment
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haunting

above them so as to maximise

attributes. On the Table

Mountain's

Gordon
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various reptiles
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the views with a selection of
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themselves a little

wonder.

and beautified the soul.

purity raised one up, embodied
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abundant flora and

visitors alike to climb up and
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climbing
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of nature.
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were
were driven to

240.

Attempting to

un~:mlfal:ten

describes

town, with its white 'lV''"''''''',,,

looking

streets dwindled to a

on Table Mountain was a horror, arduous

and beset with

Father Le Blance

to get
243

that caused
Added to

those seeking to

To
w

footings, rock-falls

recalled how

whilst thick

height was so horrifying
caves and rocks acted as
wolves and even

ap
e

lions,

and eighteenth
beasts,

C

still revolved

ni
v

climb
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si
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escaped

ty

murderous

just such

ambush spots

according to de Graaf
perceptions of the
and precipices that

U

Mountain, seized up with

to the
did not
set out to 'botanize'

up and be scared

by the

animals. Such

were not entirely unwarranted,

a party of three """'''''''IJL''-''U
Father

fatally

no birds lived atop the

destruction' 246

of

you with

nature

would ever

.

dangers were the
244)

this effect, Valentyn

had climbed

terror for the settlers equally

(1655

complained 'you

Mountain properly'.

never met a man
to do so again

its

Queen Mab to

numerous

,",U1UV,''''

magnificence of

n

to

fallen or devoured (De

recounts how

leading him up

and told him of

lion.
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again, just as

view drove some to adulation, to a select view it was

and

fear and loathing. Valentyn

how the 'horror

of the downward
dizzy

abyss below

faint.

and

a sheer height, particularly

it incorporated VIews of the town below, would have
experience, to some

to others a source

all highlighted the

a new, unique

wonder.

accounts have

subjective and emotive
ani val

Mountain; it took

one

climbed

more scientifically

free

imperial prejudices based on myth and speculation, to add a sense of

to

To
w

n

. perceptions of the Mountain's cultural landscape.

Mountain as a

and to a
their

ap
e

or hellish monstrosity.

an enchanting

to

it as

perceptions

what

to see in Africa and they readily attached

(1P(1rrPP

C

Clearly,

awesome Mountain

the South. Yet to

who
and

of

objectively, such as
Table Mountain landscape was largely

emotional

scientists, principally in the

of botanists, often

er
si

ty

understanding,

overcame or

ni
v

subsequent myths,

U

more positivist

It took

the
they

scientific

of the

Mountain to truly

to

knowledge-thirsty visitors to

was

as the

university

Mountain a total of 15 times

the Cape

1772-4.

to catalogue and

its features and contents.

latter

Cape. Carl

the

its incumbent

imperial rhetoric

numerous climbs were made at a

the Mountain's inhabitants were still acute.
Anders

it only half

Table Mountain

beasts and runaways and made a hasty retreat.
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hptArP

he
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,u'''r~.1i

to unravel

P., ed., 1971: Op cit.
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Mountain overcame
at

concerns and instead, as a keen botanist,

Mountain's wealth

simultaneousl y one

unique

Clearly the

natural

was

opportunity for

another's savage purgatory.
practically
place

Thunberg in

the significant published

Western

by botanists

on

had never set foot on

Table

this precedent.

III

catalogued

Mountain's flowers,

plant

many

"V'-''-''-''.

had taken

painstakingly

packing an extensive
to

which he sent

of

further

which included some important discoveries in natural

the

Barnard party, which climbed

251

of the

a pleasure outing, also set about
Mountain's secrets.

and exploring
eaten, the

went

ways, some with

to

having

up plants, others

others still in ..,"''''.'''" of

ap
e

of
C

252

set

popular

dispelling some of
searching,

of a

of
or even

was no

rs
ity

,.",,.,,,,.-r,,,rI that, despite
any

summit,

upon

with guns to collect bird and animal specimens,
and animal

mountain at

To
w
n

promptly published in

were

spring on the summit.

ni
ve

Mountain's geology. Where
Thunberg

saw intriguing rock compositions, ..,,,,.......

Ull,""

Came meanwhile

plains and

Cape Town, and

Mountain

more

U

strata. 253 The Abbe de

had seen fantastically or ominously .:0''''1.1'''''''' rocks

1751-53 he

many

nights on

Mountain observing the stars. However, it was not until 1

that the

as a base

value of

Mountain as a

construction
the

his

Maclear's

in

observation station was confirmed
was

to

"'''<~V'HJ''

the

the

and shape

254

Table Mountain becoming a
arose at

same

the

~urce

a

\

half

of

the
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that both men and women
mythical riches

had been

Table Mountain had, by then,

wilds largely

The

Europe.
people stood back and

landscape, no

and its

tamed by

imperial

a backdrop

or dreaded, but an environment with which

to interact, to . . ."'.."'''"'n

ni
ve

rs
ity

of
C

ap
e

To
w
n

know

U

actively

or purgatory.

mapped, fully

had essentially

it became a

myths

the

as opposed to

was now a gateway to
The

pursuit.

climbed it, as a
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Said 255 insists

texts cannot be separated

which

the context that made

them intelligible:

'My

is that texts are worldly, to some

they appear to deny
and

they are np,,,prlrn

course

the

section

are events,

even when

a

moments in

thematic analysis
in

Mountain as a historical

been predominantly

European colonists or

landscape presented

Moreover,

written by

to the Cape, these texts have been very much the

their

w
n

they are invariably biased and
It has

how these

highlighted
Mountain

in the interpretation

To

u.u,-,,,,,,, ... u,",

possible,

r.,.~,tAT·"

as a symbol of paradise to some and

to others. In """"'''1-''''

to assess

ap

e

colonists produced the majority of sources in this chapter, it is
'dark'

those of

in

C

how imperial approaches to landscapes,

that

in writings on Table Mountain.

a

u.~,~..~ .....

ty

the literature involved in

discourse

that was very much imperial

ni
ve

undoubtedly saw
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i

Much

of

were

was a 'higher

about the places they

In

outlook. Many African travel

dutifully

Be1l 256

towards

goal, to

its

African travel writers

U

pointed out

been in the form of travel

L'-'UIU\JU

to be intensely opinionated

turning their texts

'substantial political

For travel
Table Mountain and
',__ '_,...,_ and

indigenous

as

I'''-''JU''"''

the

In

of exploration is to lend authority to the

fact what is often fiction ..

to

to represent as
of

to deeply racist and/or
peoples
(Crush 1993 258 )
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gaze.
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Such

clearly

the

distant lands

by

'intellectual

contained. 259 Indeed it has even

'others'

been
'the

European

which

has
(and

the

foundations on

erected, is largely

unexamined,

imperialist) preconceptions

its

the world

(Bell,

iconography

which embodied

light and

of race,

nr",XlP • ..,.'

science and religion, portrayed the European penetration of the African

n

To
w

of domination, enlightenment and liberation. 261 This

a

a land of

and

committed whilst

discovery

new lands and converting non-

Africa was a wealth, knowledge,

ity

of

the

paradise, a wonder of creation, a

Mountain as a

sent from

at

of a

rs
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ni
ve

civilisation,

Consequently,

who

sailors, discoverers and

that it was their

enlighten and civilise.

caught

put

driven

and

''"'''-, "","",."" ... , barren,

Europeans viewing

early
for

C

sins that might

implied a

ap

a Papal Bull

rnelOflC

e

for the

need

religious duty to

as

rh .. tr.r,f'

was

sense that Europe,

was superior to any
Mountain were often blinded by
neither

eyes, nor the

it

terms

land. In a sense,
prejudices, as
to

of wondering at

wealth

of undiscovered plants and animals, viewers all too frequently
unfavourably, and inherently
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as highlighted earlier, was immensely

Cape

by the dull hues

and stated
plains, her'efc)re. cannot

so much as

with her

with annual

Meanwhile, Meister

beautiful

when he saw

Mountain, was inclined to
waters at

European

of the many

"...,...''"''-'1' ......' .....

Hl0'''''''"

and streams of
ornamental

of

on how the waters of the

could

harnessed to produce fountains and waterworks similar in grandeur and <"""'''I''''''''
French,

Meister at least, it would seem

of Table Mountain was not enough,
man in order to

its beauty.

inhabitants

Cape are

w
n

accounts of

examples

attempt

Table Mountain landscape, to familiarise it to the worrying,

homesick, . . . , ...

L'J.J..., ...' "

of anaclisis or 'propping'

brands an exaggerated
another. This
known

'-'''''.LVIY''''''''

sees

one landscape

author, be it a writer, painter or poet,
frameworks to soften

symbols or

ity

representation of the new, unknown and

landscape. It must be rerneITIO'erea that

the journals, books, paintings and poems analysed

ni
ve
rs

most

familiarisation is what

such method

eye.

of
C
ap
e

to

this text were produced
method

general consumption. Hence, 'propping'
the

which to

for example, compared

U

landscape, to a wider
Mountain to
,-,vv".u

being

waterfalls to
Mountain as

burns.
as wide and

in Amsterdam, and
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manipulation

To

and control

it cried out

'''''v''''',

natural

as the square
half as

cit. Volume 1. p199.
.n'''HI'17npand Power. University of

as

of the
AmsteL

Press,

p144.
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Bay engraving 1711 by A Bogaert.
1:
Cape ofGood
702.
years of Dutch colonisation. As seen by callers. Volume 2. p489)

ap
e

(Source: In

'propping' was

This method
Plate 14 is a

most "'AO,,",,,,,,

in the artwork

period.

of imperial art.

C

and
are

of

magnificent
their profile
point of Lions

the Dutch

ity

grossly

any approaching

er
s

letting the person viewing the picture know that

Dutch control

would be made well aware

and

Beneath the mighty

ni
v

Mountain lays the European civilisation, its power gra.p111callv
the long pier and

presence of a church are all

U

the

by means of

erroneous, their purpose is to familiarise, and add a sense of control and order to the
otherwise dramatic scene. Were it not
and ships, then
point

the DrCIDome

'V'''''''''''''''

view, probably less desirable and saleable. In the

are all portrayed with the
as

there isa

hunting and

Their huts

nelgn:tenmg the sense

bizarre and

as

fear of 'the other' is very much in
which is

houses

from the artists

could be deemed unbelievable and as

collection of Hottentots dancing, milking,

to make

church,

",t+<>£"i"",.h

Hottentots are across the bay
off from the rest

the

by the
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the
elephants,

are

of

largest

hunted by the apparently

Europeans, whilst the bay is protected

of ships

Hottentots are not portrayed as a people to be
ultimately

town and ships

the land to

saw a

the

and

civilisation. Artistic representations of

popular

m

are the controlling

marvels and mysteries

constructed

but as a curiosity,

imperial

the

it in return

indigenous people

and
were

a

discovery

ntplepcot

newly

to depict
journals and

",rr,upr",n

To

with no pictorial

secular depiction of naked 'natives', traditional poses had to

Asia) in
the

borrowed or

method

the

in
VV~JVH_U

portraying newly

C

15).

nudity

Africa

e

and

a biblical

m

new

copying was the classical scene of Adam

i"r<ln"'l"uu"\rlr

ap

The predominant

within

of

acceptable artistic mediums saw Americans distinguished by the use
by

ty

existing

full sail. The

w
n

is

middle distance

settlers is made obvious.

of
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i

by

Africans

ni
ve

depictions (see

biblical conception of man and women

Eden with its familiar figures was
the most barbaric

primiti ve of the

on

around the

end

the seventeenth

Table Mountain slopes, Similarly,
with

Continent' .

as

of

the

N" 1999:

trees and

likes

Governor van

oak
built houses
to
to

on the

style of their homeland,
landscape.
an

as van

attempt to 'civilise' the region's beasts, introduced familiar
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couple

people

all
the landscape

"U'~~U

to be replaced

More direct attempts at familiarisation

concept

a naked, black

accentuated the myth

U

in an alien landscape,

paradise

such as

cit.
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1504.
1999: South

of

15: 'The fall of man' (Adam and
Museum
Boston.
Africa National Galleries Table Mountain

U
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Plate 16: 'Natives
(Source:
Mountain Project.

Algoa' woodcut by
Vergunst, N.,

Burgkmaier c
South Africa National Galleries
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Starling

..... n·nn,"''''1'1

Squirrel,

an .....'.... 1.1. to make

colony even

more of a nOlne··rrOlm-nOlne. It was

Town, that

how far

were from horne

motivated

attempts to manipulate its foreign landscape into something mirroring that of their
homeland.

att.emots to ....."u .......
unknown .• ,..".........

landscape is a

wrote of European colonist's fear

fear

distrust of

'the sense

other' that led

In

them to portray any indigenous people they encountered as primitive
portraying

people as' sub-humans,

distinct

colonists as possible and

allay

overwhelming fear

all

that mte:rbrleedmg,

1·<rronlY·'" .......... "' ..115

exercises in

n

and civilised, would ultimately corrupt, or at

To
w

was

objective was to make them appear as

worst destroy, Europe's precious, enlightened, civilisation. Hence the 'other' had no

to

of

This concept of 'the other' was present
a land darkly associated

ty

landscape.

...., . . u ....,'"

dorruml.teej, one can

er
si

nature

to European, and therefore
truth. 270

indigenous people

C

Africa.

nUjl""","",
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e

right to consideration unless he accommodated

Table Mountain

reflections on

beast-like natives, and a

lUl('511U;;;

alien

how

Table Mountain, might

U

these fears. One such means
tame its wild beasts.

state

the

both the Mountain and its ","""T""'" people could allay

ni
v

Hottentots. In

where

this

Mountain was to

and controlling

the early settlement contained a Menagerie within

the Company Gardens (the rerrmants today being the

the

Gardens). Here curious citizens could safely marvel at the mightiest

African beasts,

and other 10c<,U wild animals held captive in
wild flowers, without the need to venture into the wilds
highlights

concept

'Africa as a

Gardens alongside exotic
the Mountain?71 This

linking back to how, by

269 Kearns,
1997: The imperial subject: a.,,,,ar,,'nhvand travel in the work of Mary Kingsley and
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Subsequently they were

challenging

landscape, culti vating, fencing

the landscape

into a semblance of

.., .... ,'''''''.'V.

familiarity, the

and African

between
being

into the

rlP'1prr<l"

building as they went .

delimited and

rrn"""""''''

of

colonists counter-attacked,

African evils conupt

was

a home from

tried to create a

plants and

was established,

the latter. The reason why Table Mountain

so heavily in

capetonians is

it was seemingly

a

it

to control or

v'."~'n!.:>"

symbol of

n

in the heart of their ..'"" . . ,.,.H.,., civilisation.

it by climbing.

To
w

only solution to the Mountain's resistance was to
Conquering and claiming mountains was, according to

greatest challenge to

Mountain

ap
e

sense of Imperial

If Table

of

uniformity, then

means of enforcing

it provided a

European authority and

mysteries. The

of

the landscape's
to mountains is

VI.4JlHo."'vL

naming

ty

significance Empire

a landscape resistant to

C

•

colonist and 'actively

to uphold

an
ntH" ... r

, a classic imperial

Mountain range.

saints and martyrs,

er
si

Portuguese named

out of duty,

and patriotic fervour,

sovereign. Hence

ni
v
U

exception to

invariably left their
reached the top of
Excellency Mevrouw
stone. 276

Ridge was originally

Peak was

Mount or Crown

was James Herbert275

immediately named
Mount, a name that

named features

into the Cape in 1627

which

highest point,

to catch on. Having ...v,,,.............,,....
as proof of their
In

274

s

Mountain,
van der

1682, had a brick

set up in honour

Omnennan and had a record of the event

names, or leaving piles of

Mountain was a

by most who

party's Table top

save

or some other token
its summit, and the
is

proof of the

and

Hansen, 1995 In
1997: Op cit. p450.
Gray, S., 1979: Op cit.
275 In Ibid.
276 Sefton, P., ed., 1971: Op cit. p64.
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indeed,

zeal with which

Mountain, both

climbed and

as well as King and

The sources

in this

secondary,

(translated),

accounts principally in

they are

and largely
their

by imperial

H.......,\.H\..'",

on the Table Mountain landscape.

paradise-purgatory construct

attached to the Mountain has undeniably
the minds,

people long

sub-consciously, of
appreciated that a

bias frames

I1rn,np~ln

farthest reaches of the world and it was certainly

dominant force

U
ni
ve
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ity

of

C

ap

e

construction of Table Mountain as a cultural landscape.

culture influenced

n

was a period when

np'rl"lrp'

To
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It is ac(:eotea
s source materiaL

ongms and was a
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the

and visitors to the

To the

was yet another

mystery. As such it was

a

perceived by some as a
landscape in an inhospitable

by others as a brooding

years of Cape

was at

Southern Africa uncharted.

Mountain was little explored
encapsulated all the

with

the Cape and

settlers

plateau, which hinted at secret plains, its verdant
it to portray it as a treasure

all encouraged

n

over

To
w

Many believed it had to be the mountain top paradise Dante had
on the southern-most comer

Africa. On the other hand, this ever

alien

over Cape Town,

gales

for settler and

ap

e

was to

Mountain's

C

and sounds, sudden

inhabi tan ts,

southeaster

of

and were a fitting testament to what many saw as a
spectacle merely served to

ity

and evil land. The

a land beset with

rs

were a long way from

U
ni
ve

far from civilisation and
Mountain,
;::.v,..uv.,->

Town

to far away for even God to watch and
with the savage tendencies

Hottentots, was no

with

primitive ways

but a far-flung

and

European

civilisation beyond the Mountain into the Cape

explored

as

ever further into the

hopes, fears and
""'~\lF'r

perceptions gradually di
plains surrounding it,
force, a

",.,,..,,,",,11 out over the

Mountain remained an unconquerable, civilisationallied to the elements, that could not be housed or

It is

a landscape too wild and inaccessible for

even
It remains an

even when

peoples

to fully conquer;
even

catalogued,

perish on its slopes.
aspects such

as the Tablecloth still torment town
83

establishment

seventeenth century

beyond

metaphor

the

the town and

nineteenth,
Mountain's
out

moist,

floral kingdom

it stand

climate,

The

a continent

Cape of
welcome

Hope seas

Table Mountain is
and no amount of

for ocean

run

over

can

or

the impact

a

where urban zones have
's surface,

looms, a dominating
may

landscape, over Cape

1834

as

that

To
w

Table Mountain

n

houses are rarely blown away and man can build

the

I-IPT'C'l"'n

In

at once from purgatory to paradise', still

ap
e

persist.
'Still

the north-westers

C

foundations shake

ty

of

attered beach to

er
si

But when

breath

U

ni
v

Is felt
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the brow
again

more than

Fallow

quietude

vow'

end

B. H., Goldfarb, S., eds., 1969: Op cit.
cit. p98-99.
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SECTION THREE
The cultural landscape of Table Mountain in the 1990's

demonstrated that in the seventeenth and eighteenth
of Table Mountain was generally conceived as one
or

or purgatory. In the twentieth century

t'\T'\1'\l'\rfnn

personality is more subdued and its cultural
many and varied interpretations of Cape Town's

n

1990' s Table Mountain's cultural

To
w

by conflict as its various
or commercial based,

opportunity to
theory in geography as outlined
theories of Cosgrove and

C

14Ul'..".:I\""I-•...,

of modernism and post-modernism, have

of

to a

ty

Table Mountain in theI990's.

er
si

study

1990's

Table Mountain in

ap
e

cultural landscape

to

explores how Table Mountain holds a variety
to Cape Town's culturally diverse

ni
v

to

Mountain's 1990's cultural landscape

U

Mountain is a

asset; the people's Mountain, a place
source for economic empowerment. Within the local

a
vVl.HH',",UH".':>

outlooks, be they Christian, Muslim or New

their own spiritual
the

of the Mountain landscape.
in ecological terms whilst economists see it as a
even national economy. Set against this

rliH'.>r"",nt

"nF>r-,rl

now under the control of South

the
cultural meanings
(SANP) is

to a metanarrative of control and
of chapter two, entails Table Mountain
and

resulted in its

making it

a universal, grand
and hence

and
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how

Chapter

to the

two contrasting

with conflict

access

over

the SANP mallagf:ment

U"",U,"'H

its

Mountain. In chapter four the
and iconographical, to broaden
the 1990's. In employing Sauer's

cultural

and Oudekraal development, the

such as

readily apparent. The

their

into the Mountain landscape provides the most

evidence

local cultures; religion, community or

To
w

n

the growing pressures of commercial

to Table Mountain, in
Mountain, reveals the

uv,.Ul.''-'

varying perceptions

IS

a

.they

C

all

ap
e

beyond. The

to

it holds

or Sauerian. Just as in the se,'en,tef:ntl
Africa; an alien and

of

the Mountain was an icon

ty

1990's the same medium is a symbol

U

ni
v

er
si

unity to all
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the 1990's to all

has no . . "'<""\11"

and

is a

definition or interpretation. The

cultural
melting pot,

spectrum of

its

is very much
approach

In

values and emotions

capetonians to the Mountain. The

those who encounter it, are too many

the Mountain

foundations

understanding the

devotion that it evokes in so many people.

ambition and

Table Mountain,

cultural landscape, represents a vital economic asset to

some, and a community resource,

people's Mountain, to others. The bulk of this

for

focuses on the many

varied

ap
e

mPH/n,rv

interpretations
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To
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an archetypal,

to

too

Four cultural interpretations of

comprehensively study, understand and
Table Mountain provide

the

and

Mountain as well as

f'PyltrF'l1

"1',,""n'T1

simultaneously in the

using

of
C

it holds throughout the world. It is these
same

the Mountain, yet appealing to

cultural groups with their
highlight

truly polyvocal nature

nPT'<,n,>f'T1

on life,

Table Mountain as a classic

rs
ity

that

different

U

ni
ve

modem cultural landscape.

Mountain, as a dominating natural
is with

contained within an urban

the

and

globally unique

it is

much a twentieth century landscape,

urbanisation that
run rampant over
urbanising force is

but the

that

so. With

.1994

Table Mountain,
is that it is
npmn{'n.

this

and plateaux, it remains
can envisage on

one
seeking to manage

era and

instead of a cultural landscape of

blanketing

a largely uncorrupted

come to dominate

planet. That the Mountain has

key to

with

a

de

much

transformation in

own terms,
especially

people's mountain and must remain
Africa,

embarked
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reconciliation,

on a

Mountain is a community

exclusively preserved for natural conservation.

shared knowledge or

it

can be united,

were previously

who

through which

it presents a

more than

resource, and

off and

its properties, equally it cannot

wealthy can

only

metropolis

developed as part

Mountain cannot

In

common ground

were removed

Institute at

as SANP, National

Mountain and its environs. Institutions

(NGO's) are using the

Kirstenbosch
Mountain as
Environment

example the Wildlife

n

potential of the Mountain as an environmental

eOlLlC3ltlOn resource. 279

this

resource building by

the

the nation's

of

people who

ty

disadvantaged

er
si

understanding and unite all

in

to

behind the

ni
v

doubt that

further

on a whole new

environmental

n,-, , .. " ....

as for

U

was forcibly

apartheid

communities that once shared and
is

on

very

society and the environment is the

homes on
aim

government institutions, to take

Mountain.

IS

Town thousands were removed

mountain slopes under

to

281

and other

cause.

this link '"'''To'''''''''''''

authorities

Mountain for

Such initiatives

an

future of conservation. 282 In South Africa this

old regime. In

set

of this

"U,UU\~,

awareness,

can be

pamphlets on

schools. 28o The

an

previously

booklets

ap
e

initiati ves,

o"'r''''r~'f1

initiated in

C

in

1995 to

To
w

schools to realise

education

Western

Mountain Environmental

launched
enable

·of South

Mountain

both regional
to the

it and, in reverse, bring

much a

back

process, symptomatic of

279 WESA, 1998: Wildlife and Environment Society of South
5(jh anniversary Western
Town.
Region.
280 Ibid.
28]
for example. the Kirstenbosch Outreach programme that started in 1996 and brings bus loads of
local school children for environmental education courses. This programme reaches c20000 children
each year.
282
Peninsula National Park information paper, 1998: A partnership approach. 5/6/98.
283 Western,
1996: Outcast Cape Town. University of California
Jeppie, S.,
1990: The
District Six: past and present. Buchu
Town.
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transfonnation processes countrywide. SANP are acutely aware that managing Table
Mountain must

a partnership, any developments in the park must also benefit the

local

social ecology objectives of SANP and
much

to

Mountain more

Mountain to provide opportunities

most 284 The rationale

those who

that people living in the borders of the

have a broad sense of

must be an effective

conservation

on

and

of

one hand, and communities and organisations

ordinary people on the other. The

of conservation,

an SANP controlled Table Mountain, is

future

to

community and using the

capetonians, mcreasing environmental education

ownership

new park are

therefore

much as a cOlnmurulV

To
w

n

resource.
The most obvious narure:stal10n of Table
number

of

community

as a C01DnlUnJt resource is in the
people pursue within its confines. Of these

(MCSA), established

South

and

285

m

club

Town, has

4000

at least one

C

whom are calJet,oru.an.

as well as monthly rock climbs. The Mountain

an umbrella

numerous, more infonnal, local climbing groups, such as

the 'Monday

of

Mountain

climb
Club is

ap
e

climbing is one the most prominent The Mountain Club of

ty

and 'Thursday Girls', who are dedicated to climbing Table

er
si

Mountain and its immediate environs such as Silvermine and Simonstown. 286
Another, this time very much conservation

activity upon the Mountain, is alien

ni
v

ngnllgntmg the

alien ve.l:!;et'flttcm

U

Bay Wildflower Society', founded in 1
287

celebrated its 400th orecanlsed
as Red Hill and

dedication
are pursued,

IHE,llU,5Ul

very important

Table Mountain plays in

of

many city resIdents.

2114
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Ibid.
Atwell,
288 Ibid.

LOI'TJoJeate Plan:

action and transformation; Pretoria.

1999: Interview

286

287

1996: Battle

Veld and Flora. 12196.
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park's new

Table Mountain

are

can serve local communities
has

Water'

Government's 'Working

terms.

In

Rands into

vegetation "''"',.... . .

,L .., .

and
to

from

supported a

Mountain and the rest

economic empowerment

similar community

13 workers who are

project involves 20 local
and

contracts. 290 In supporting and training

Park-based

guides

groups, training new
111":1'''",;;''-'1

aim to highlight to

communities, especially

and

The ,.."..,,..;:>,-..

can

be

w
n

in the

harmoniously

privileged,

and

To

Park's

maintenance groups,

Mountain landscape as a community resource can

needed,

in the centre

the

of
C
ap
e

for lying as it

stretched

appreciated,

traditional site for

metropolis, it is a

a

Branding it Cape

playground is

too contemptuous; it is more a natural sanctuary, a source of joy and ..,,,,,,,",,,,,,Uh Table
Mountain is a resource that

ni
ve
rs

and involvement. This

the city's inhabitants as

the fiercely

,Many
Mountain not for

have not necessarily

U

"".,,,-,,,,,\.,,..u

capetonians, who see

contents, as

this view
is an asset that's

Mountain as a community
must

"U'''''',",''I-I''-'

discourses concerning

entirety, not

is two pronged.

it

past; it must

to

many
resource and an asset that makes

Mountain

291

again bec:::Olne a resource to those who were evicted

291

crucial to the

and debates concerning

l1P\!nl:Pfl

290

IS

Mountain's cultural

environmental reasons.

289

Mountain that one can

ity

to know only
psyche

it is

its slopes, a symbol of
belongs to Cape Town, it is a

and the city

speciaL

are a variety

communities on Table Mountain as a

Details in CPNP, 1999: Park
Details in CPNP, 1999: Community. http://www.cpnp.co.za.
1996:
Oliver to fight Oudekraal plan. Cape Times 21110/96.
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cuitural

the most obvious point

more specifically would
and

study would

on how apartheid, with

political,

policies

forced

access, brought about divisions between race groups in their

perceptions of Table Mountain?92 One of the most tangible manifestations of this
when viewing the hut
as

'Black

the

Province Mountain Club

Club') which

equipped MCSA hut on Devils

below

293

HnUIP"pr

yet less well documented approach, is to analyse how

To fully

,,",~n'r"".... nrr

Town's different

same Mountain laUY"",av<;;.

the nature of

landscape it is worth

an equally ........ ,""'rh.

To
w
n

communities view and translate

away

Mountain as a

two

roa,chl~s

to

cultural

Mountain in particular.

fact that it is important to a starkly contrasting variety of religions is ...... 5

around

fact that it is also a landscape of fascination for scientists

ap
e

especially in view of

is the essence of a polyvocal,

world.

.......'5

of
C

same ...,,'.......,...., the Mountain, can be utilised
conflict, to rpl'lirp"pnt utterly

Dm;l~nloa

and

"Ull"'H<U.".,V

Il'ITC'PI"

without

cultural landscapes.
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ity

and most

landscape come from the 'New

in the spiritual wheel of the planet. Sometimes referred to as the

ni
ve

vitally important

movement Here Table Mountain is seen as a

'new conscious' or 'new thought' movement, what will be branded here the New

U

belief, provides a useful umbrella term
entail a universal approach to

a

California as

world

Mountain is

292

~entre
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",U'"VOiV

Town is now

over from

new

as one of the

Linda Fortune of District Six Museum is

removal affected their
293

experience. 294

a

essentially

and spirituality. This

seeks to distil essences of a vast range of
spiritual eXJ;lenl:::noes

of

most

a survey on how the

,",Vll"llUI1U

y

forced

of Table Mountain.

1999: Interview.
1999: Mystic crystal revelations and the mind's true liberation.

Times 1999.
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The theory states that just as our bodies have

the

centres called

so does the planet and hence 'we can relate to her in precisely the same way we do to
and qualities in our own systems' (Fuller, 1994295 ). Table

the subtle

Mountain, as the mother
as a

centre of Africa, is a

wheel

theory

along
of

A

Dragon

are

wheels'

ofInfmity (the main
plate 17 for a graphical

planet) and four powerful spinner wheels

illustration).

IS

spinner wheels represent the four "".."""Jl...,,_ two
Table

IS

splnm~r

one

the

each loop

wheel

to

have an
a

this theory brands the dawning

New Age of Aquarius, through to the 1990's, 13

sites on earth were activated. The opening of the Table Mountain chakra.
moment of the third and most potent SaturnlNeptune

To

was timed to occur at

th

unc:ucln of 1989 on November 13 at

'encouraged humanity to

believed

new

of
C
ap
e

of

From the 1960's, in an era

w
n

m~or

radius.

500
296

and ideals, while dissolving

outworn structures and thought patterns' _ With Table Mountain

one

planets four key chakras it was hoped its activation would
humanity wide transformation process. This idea

gO(lOeSS

awesome

of unlocking

Table Mountain

.l'U'vu'~

and upon

vlUVU''''

U

sites,

Mountain at
chanting. It was

at dawn,

pnprov

J.\Ilernolrtal
an

a

to arrive'

into the world.
wheel was ,.,.,...,n-".", upon three

up

.l......

Hill at dusk. A group of devotees
""lVU'~"

introduction), whereby

Table MOurltain

would
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The

hid herself

an ultimately

activating the Mountain has a

Credo Mutwa (detailed in

ity

very definite link to the myth

the

,.''''"''.fi Park at 2pm

ll'''1U.'~'U

liberating

temple bells,
event with people

world over

and
HUJ<U.lJ.5

their minds, including Mahatma Ghandi who, according to Fulle~98, was present at
the ceremony through the trance medium. The activation was deemed a success and

295 Fuller, S.
1994: Rising out
The New Heaven and the New Earth. Kima
Africa. p30.
296 Fuller cited in
1999: Op cit.
297
S.
1994: Op cit.
298 In Weaver,
1999: Op cit.

South
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Plate 17: Map
the
chakra system.
Wallchart by Coon,
1991, reproduced courtesy of Buirski, D.)
in a short time, triggered a

ty

those involved

that was felt

rs
i

sufficient shift in

in South Africa, then the rest of

ni
ve

and ultimately throughout the world. The results saw P.W. Botha toppled
tens
.... ;;.VLI'...

C"''',.,

and Madiba

ANC

with Government, Mandela and other political prisoners released

U

start

thousands of capetonians take to the streets in peace marches,

become

and bright future.

1-1'''''." ....''''.

a

that has now

on a new

the Berlin Wall fell and Soviet Union finally

disintegrated. 299 Fuller claims that through working with the natural rhythms and
Earth and
and

can take

The belief is that once South Africa

and achieved a

sense of hannony the energy

will start to lift
consci ousness.

this New

is a planetary
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In Weaver, T., 1999:

can be dissolved

rigid human thought

rest
belief

world into a

",,",,,.,,t~.,.

Mountain is

sorted itself out
directed by Table

more peaceful,
more than a mountain, it

source, a vital medium for a global transformation.

cit.
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Christian approach to Table Mountain is far

New

than

movement. That said on the day of the chakra opening
at the various

to sing hymns and

the spiritualists. Although there was no direct

of

a

heckle and disrupt

on the part of the Christians
if not a

(the spiritualists responded with
confrontation, was still heated and intense.
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Direct links between Christians and

. Table Mountain include the fact that Rhodes Memorial tea-room was
traditional

point

a long time a

the focal

group

(Winter, 1999301 ). Similarly the Salvation Army has for
Sunday

Rhodes Memorial on

at

from the Mountains slopes the

Christians be it as a

of God's

for
can be at

Christians, Table Mountain is more of a

a source of latent power. Whether the

perhaps draw closer to God, rather

ap
e

medium through which one can contemplate

were aer,enalmg

that of

Town flock, when

of
C

own

........ '~C'''''T

or as a

himself, nature and God.

or rather

rising of

To
w
n

cOIlgreg,ltlQn could watch the sun
over the lands beyond
rre(;non. 302 Table Mountain
hold a

challengedchakra ceremony, is debatable. More likely these Christian
fundamentalists objected to the fact that Table Mountain was apparently

rs
ity

idolised as a spiritual entity.303 What is apparent is that
Mountain produced an

<u,uv""".u

ni
ve

on

Dn;~serlce

of the New

city's

Table Mountain

no direct

a place of

for contemplation means it is used and valued by a

significance to

role

religious

U

variety of Christian groups. The Zionist Christian Church, South Africa's largest
has

walks upon the Mountain. The Zionists put a strong

emphasis on healing and groups of around twenty regularly use the Mountain as a
place of solitude

they can spiritually heal

and others.

group

also regularly takes water from Kirstenbosch Ravine and blesses it for religious
usage.

304

Groups of CaPe Town Methodists also utilise the Mountain envir0nIIlent to

enhance their worship. In 1997 a group of Methodists held an organised

Fuller, S. P., 1994:
cit.
Winter,
1999: Interview.
J02
1999: Interview.
303 Ibid.
304
1999: Interview

300
JOI
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contemplati ve

out

Mountain's

silence, on

the

Mountain. Whilst walking

walk was

contemplated biblical

to use the beauty

grandeur of

nature and

the

stimulus to worship Gods works. 305 Other Christian users

Mountain as a

Table Mountain include

Scripture Union who hold Christian activity camps on

slopes above

Simonstown and numerous, more informal, groups of Christians

use

more oeI'SOlnal worship. For example a group

Mountain as a retreat

and

Mountain
the
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fact

that

Cape

do not have a strong sense of place

church. Hence,

feel attached to the Mountain on a personal

they

as a feat of God's creation, it holds no great spiritual

Table Mountain is not generally a

to

Christians.

of
C
ap
e

city or

significance to

Temple Mountain in

To

with its

one is prepared to range more widely into the
between Christian

v""'.,,,"'<u

and Table Mountain. Adler

307)

wrote of Africa
cross

vertical beam
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etheric cross has

ity

as a gre:atf!r vaHey cross

into

trench

the planet's

north

cross peters out in the

the west

cross,

clouds an

Peak conjure up the names
(the Devil's
Apostles

Earth.
Rift Valley (the north-south
Mountain. In

stopping at
valley, its lowest point in
Medi terranean
Aral

cross lies the Holy Land
orf!Sel1Ce of

the

with

greatest east-west trench,

U

is crossed

Dead

its outrunners to the
Baikal

Christ walked on earth.

Mountain, likened to a
cloth' .308 Adler
"-'''v,,''''''

altar' at the
that Lions Head and

and Ahriman, and that the

sees these
Table and

world. Admittedly this is a rather obscure text

1999: Interview.
Lee,
t, eds. 1987: Invisible
308

of religious

are more direct links

He

at the

of

appreciate it

w
n

at

the Lord, Meanwhile
that the Cape

Diablo'
Twelve
cross

can by no means

as

. A search for the Grail in

Proof

Ibid. piSl.
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a wide-ranging

interpretation of

it amply

Mountain.

that Table Mountain produces a variety
,","',·UI<''''" and even within

cultural

Muslim community also

The

and
outlooks.

Mountain important, not so much

power or symbol, but more

as a

to

a
around
tombs

would be a
that

Local Muslims

circle is

of
comprising of

'Auliyah' (friends of Allah) who were brought as slaves to the

Saints

Table Mountain chain, and Devils Peak and """'.""U Hill in particular, are
circle,

components in

of important

who
earthquakes

tidal waves?lO Over

centuries Cape
has

Town's Muslim community,

from

as colonial

of
C
ap
e

their followers and hundreds of other Muslims on the

traditionally buried

Each buried Saint's history, often linked to

slopes
Table

of

by

an important

of their

details see plates 18
burying

ni
ve
rs

important kramats,

a stream· in a wooded

and

subsequently their

ity

At Oudekraal

the

19) "........ "'.., one

rol'<'''''''' S

walking on

on the mountain slopes

to this

the sheikh frequently prayed.
swimming or

legend

for

away

community, much
comes from

the

_~"'~

is a
of

life' ,311

mountain's spiritual

human history associated with it, rather

309

and

a spirit who comes on

lessons. For pilgrims to

to the kramat to
'quiet

taught local

where

fishermen the ways

most

Mubeen. It is situated

of Sayed

has it that he escaped imprisonment on Robben Island (by

U

~..." ... ~",~

such

w
n

protected from natural

as fire, famine,

nrn",.."

-Muslims

To

that

a

Western Cape.
.. ___ . www.cpnp.co.za.

from Table Mountain

Town.
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0/ the Western Cape.
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Plate 18: Map of
Oudekraal lcra:ma1:s.
(Source:
Mazaar
1996: Guide to the kramats
Town.p8)

The
(Source: Cape
Town. p30)

of
Noorui Mubeen, OUdekraal.
u ......''"''. Society, 1996: Guide to the kramats o/the Western

.l . . . .
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The

of

Ali (Sayed

...... ,." ......, Hill ridge,
came

of a stonemason finding a

to warn

in the

mason to stop, with the

construction of a school on the
linked to

312

a man which

his fellow Muslims, the

The history

Muslims is inextricably

spiritual v.,.., ..... _

Mountain. Subsequently

to

made it a national and increaSingly an international site
the

the

is a recent

Town Muslims, dating back to

plea of

Islamic faith

pilgrimage. As such
Ali, have a

integrity being nn'"p'nf"'"

in the

three very contrasting beliefs have a common ground
Mountain as a

spiritual

Where

generally

to disagree is in

To

to the New

global energy

its own right.

Christians it

closer to God and as a marvel of his creation.

e

represents a medium for

for a planet wide

To

Mountain's cultural landscape is seen as a

power as well as a source

perceiving

w
n

nature
movement,

and

ap

Finally the Muslims see the Table Mountain landscape very much as a palimpsest, a
All

seen shortly,

all

unite

preserving

for translating and

the

mountain.

ni
ve
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common cause

at the

ty

different
in

and

utilise the same landscape but fix upon it a

of

interpretations are different,

C

text which contains the history of

U

Scientific and ecological evaluations of the Mountain
Just as religion offers a philosophical
Table Mountain landscape, science in
and evaluating

offers its own philosophy for

Table

on

Cape

ecological

is globally recognised as

floral

The

intense

and economic potential it
for
nature lovers in

312Cape Mazaar

of

Mountain. An increasingly prevalent discourse in the

the

in being one of the world's
biodiversity, when coupled with the

provides one of the most compelling cases

Mountain
around

The

ecologists,
world, the

Mountain

and
is an

1996: Op cit.
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a natural

threat

that is

economic

the city

and even community based
The Cape

Kingdom is the

smallest and, for

With some 8500 plant

it is

crammed into a mere 90000

193 genera

including 5800

313

grow

The

peninsula,

part, has more than

Mountain
(1492),

more than the

90 are """...

314

To

the peninsula to be allowed to continue

the vast majority

it's biodiversity within the next 50-100

on the lowlands and eventually on

peninsula's

C

and

are at

would not just

to point out is that destruction of
nature

a catastrophe
that

ty

Many reslean::ners
the

and plateaux.

mountain

of

What

rs
i

ni
ve

to

U

but as a resource

that the

an argument

mountain
terms of
people not to
it for

a long time,

humanity.
When one aOlJreCl

of plant-based

has been

90

the

remain

while half a million species,
of the
destroy

but could

vegetation on

see the Mountain's biodiversity in purely natural terms

been an

Cape

is a vast untapped resource most specifically

medicinal potential and as a vital gene-bank.

of

gloomily predicts

e

area would

15

ap

that were urbanisation

for

n

further 66 ""J~,,",U,,, potentially

of globally

In

species

are endangered, 28

w

critically rare.

a

plate 20

vllll"

peninsula are known to have become extinct,

and

which

species of

biodiversity is severely threatened. Already 5

distribution map).

slopes

6 families

hottest hot-spot of plant

restricted to

plant

floral abundance is to

is more
lose the keys it

future

for all

313

1995: Table Mountain: A World Heritage Site.

Equally, it doesn't

316

present

Hence to
even

have to be

Lecture New Series 191.

UCT.
314

315
316

cit.
R. M., 1995: Op cit.
R. M.,
D., 1995: Fynbos: South

's

kingdom. Fernwood
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Table Mountain: an economic goldmine
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Unknown Date: Visitor developments on Table MoulIlain: Technical Report.
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WWF, 1995: The Table Mountain Fund.
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Fuggle, R.
M. A., eds., 1998: Environmental mallagement ill Sonth Africa. Third edition.
Juta, Cape Town.
327 Borchert,
1996: Table Mountain a National Park at last. Africa Environment and Wildlife.
May/June vol 4, no.3. p70-76.
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1929
The Wildlife Society of South Africa proposes the idea of Table Mountain being a National Park.

1938
Cape of Good

Nature Reserve at
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Point
1953
The National Monuments Commission declares Table Mountain a natural and historical monument.
1964
The Table Mountain Nature Reserve is
1965
Further consolidation of the
of Good Hope reserve.
1974
The Silvermine Nature Reserve is
1976
Moll and Campbell write a
on the 'Ecological status of Table Mountain'- states national urgency to
mpilerneJrJ{ a
based
plan for the whole mountain and that a single authority should
own and control the natural areas of the mountain chain.
1978
Commission recommends protected area be extended
the peninsula and be united under a
uniform management
1983
Commission recommendations
rise to the
of the
Peninsula Natural Area (later
the CPPNE) and establishment of the CPPNE advisory committee.
1995
'A~"""J Committee
by the Environmental Affairs Minister to make recommendations 'on the
framework to create a
Cape Peninsula authority for the future
of the CPPNE.
1995 (October)
Committee recommends the National Parks Board of South Africa
the SANP) be entrusted as
the
authority to conserve the CPPNE.
1996 (January)
National Parks Board found a Table Mountain
team to establish a new National Park based on the
CPPNE
1996 (April)
National Cabinet approves National Parks Board
to manage
Peninsula natural areas and
urges all ministers in the CPPNE to support it in establishing a new National Park.
1996 \n.U'J;;U~'.J
Western Cape Cabinet declares its
support for the creation of the National Park and initiates a
process to vest its landholdings in the new park.
1997
Minister of Environmental Affairs and Tourism establishes a
Peninsula National Park advisory
Committee after a process of
nominations.
1998 (May
After negotiations with local
SANP paves the way for the new
formal
had 14000ha of the CPPNE
under its care.
1998 (May 29 1h)
Peninsula National Park is proclaimed by notice in the Government Gazette.

1998)
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Plate 24: CPNP land tenure map.
(Source: http://www.cpnp.co.za)
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A definition of a
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Daitz

s conservation;
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Want, A., 1999: About the Table Mountain chain.
Metropolitan Council
10/98: Peninsula Urban
332
1999: Interview.
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Details on the
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And can also be found on the CPNP website, Op cit.
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Chorley, R.
1969: Models in Geography.
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1993: The power a/maps.
London.
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Forbes, V.
1986: Op cit.
Mutume, G., 1998: St Lucia: Will World Heritage status bridge the racial
http://www.woza.co.za.
338 Mentioned at: Meeting of the CPNP commiuee. 16/9/99, Kirstenbosch.
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CPNP, 1999: Park
http://www.cpnp.co.za.
PMF, 1999: Minutes a/the workshop on SANP Draft
Framework, 13/8/99.
342 Yeld, J., 1998: R38m
but park will become self-sufficient. Cape Peninsula National Park
newspaper 5/6/99.
J4J PMF, 13/8/99: Ibid.
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will act as honeypots. They will attract park visitors to sites where the system of paths
and facilities can lessen their impact on the environment. This is the concept of
channelling 90% of people onto 2% of the park.356 SANP are quick to point out that
such a policy is as much geared for local visitors as it is for tourists. Critics claim that
the planned provision of these gateways is excessive and that their importance as a
means of channelling visitors around the park is overemphasised. Furthermore
concerns were expressed, by Dr Hey amongst others, that the Gateway facilities
would prove prohibitively expensive to construct, which in an age where, as SANP
themselves admit, funds are pressured, makes these developments an unnecessary
extravagance. 357 Ultimately there would appear to be an inherent paradox in the claim

n

that people are the biggest threat to conservation 358 yet, in developing honeypots, the
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w

emphasis is clearly on attracting more visitors onto the Mountain.

At the heart of these debates, and the concerns expressed by many capetonians over

ap
e

SANP management policies, seems to be a fear that the Mountain is slipping away
from those who cherish it most. One of the greatest concerns is that access to the new

of
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park will prove prohibitively costly for many citizens. SANP counter such fears with
the fact that 70% of the park will still be open access. 359 That said the proposed

ty

gateways, which are geared to serving locals as well as tourists, will undoubtedly
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involve entry fees and site costs. Daitz dismisses fears that the park will be fenced off
at its perimeters and entry fees charged. 36o It is widely accepted that in order to

U

effectively manage and conserve the new park SANP will have to tighten up
accessibility and impose restrictions on activities within the park. 361 The possibility of
issuing paid-for permits for recreational users has received widespread support from
NGO's environmental or otherwise. Indeed, it would seem a sound principle that
commercial groups who charge customers for recreational pursuits upon the
Mountain, should contribute something to its upkeep, particularly when activities such
as mountain biking often degrade roads and paths that the SANP must upkeep. This is
another example of commercialisation slowly tightening its grip on Table Mountain.
What was once the ultimate free, open space is increasingly becoming constricted. In
CPNP, 1998: Op cit.
PMF, 1999: Minutes of the workshop on SAN? Draft Development Framework, 13/8/99.
358 A view expressed by Daitz, D., 1998: PMF, Minutes of the workshop on SAN? Draft Development
Framework, 5/8/98.
356

357

359
360
361
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Chapter Four: A cultural landscape of artefacts and icons

Just as modernism and post-modernism are useful frameworks for understanding the
present Table Mountain cultural landscape, it may well be that in the future, artefacts
will provide the means for analysing cultural discourses in the landscape. Hence an
analysis of Table Mountain in the 1990's offers an excellent opportunity to
reintroduce a Sauerian-style study of artefacts, as a basis for identifying the cultural
forces that dominate the Mountain and understanding how human uses and
perceptions of it are culturally conditioned. As documented in chapter two, Sauer
pioneered the study of the cultural landscape in geography. However, contemporary
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geographers have heavily criticised and all but abandoned his artefact-based approach
for delimiting and understanding modem cultural landscapes. More modernist,
positivist geographers have criticised the lack of process inherent in Sauer's overtly
historical study of artefacts. Postmodernists meanwhile, have attacked the Sauerian
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approach as being too holistic and too narrowly defined to adequately comprehend the
intricacies of contemporary cultures and their incumbent landscapes. For those who

of
C

concentrate on a more iconographical approach to landscape, Sauer's main failing was
deemed to be his reliance on the superorganic concept of culture. This entailed

rs
ity

focusing on more material forms of symbol, or historic artefacts, rather than the more
abstract symbols of ideas and values that influence so many of today's cultural

ni
ve

landscapes. Perhaps the most overriding, universal criticism directed at Sauer's
methodology was that it overlooked cultural processes, and in particular, the forces of

U

production and consumption that are so significant in modem cultural landscapes.

Within the Sauerian approach to landscape there are a series of concepts that are
applicable to the study of Table Mountain's cultural landscape in the 1990's. For
Sauer, culture is embodied in the custom and tradition recognisable in patterns and
marks imprinted upon nature. With Table Mountain a very physical and natural
landscape that is still largely uncorrupted by civilisation, the man-made artefacts it
does contain are very obvious embodiments of a Sauerian cultural landscape where
'culture is the agent, the natural area is the medium and the cultural landscape the
result' .379 The majority of conflicts concerning Table Mountain have revolved around
the planning and construction of developments upon it. Attempts to build on the

379

Sauer, C. 0.,1925 in: Agnew, J. A., Livingstone, D. N., and Rogers, A., 1996: Op cit.
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Plate 25: The cableway facilities atop Table Mountain before the upgrade.
(Source: Saturday Argus, Focus 2: 20/4/96)

U

Plate 26: Plans for the proposed upgraded facilities atop Table Mountain.
(Source: Saturday Argus, Focus 2: 20/4/96)

Plate 27: The upgraded cableway facilities.
(Source: postcard by Art publishers, photo by Home, 1.)
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Chapter Five: The iconography of contemporary Table Mountain

This chapter has so far utilised three geographical frameworks with which to interpret
the cultural landscape of Table Mountain in the 1990's; modernist, post-modem and
Sauerian. However, there is an equally strong aesthetic and iconographical value to
Table Mountain that exists alongside all three of these frameworks and applies to the
people of Cape Town and beyond, no matter what their cultural outlook upon the
Mountain. From supermarket adverts to government logos, Table Mountain's image is
a much utilised, multicultural symbol, easily identified and readily associated with.
Yet this instant recognition factor goes beyond Table Mountain being en icon for all

w
n

things capetonian, it is also very much a symbol for the nation. Consequently, there is
merit in deconstructing the 1990's iconography of Table Mountain, in viewing it as a

To

socially constructed text, reflective of the societies responsible for its production and
consumption. The view of Cosgrove and Daniels 399 that 'every culture weaves its

of
C
ap
e

world out of image and symbol' has clear relevance to Table Mountain as its cultural
landscape embodies and portrays all that South Africa is and aspires to become.

Table Mountain is an icon for a new, brighter and better future for both Cape Town
In

ity

and South Africa. On a national scale, the government, and Nelson Mandela

ni
ve
rs

particular, have been quick to utilise the universal appeal of Table Mountain, as
something that is quintessentially South African, and therefore an icon for nation
building. On World Environment Day, 5th June 1998, President Mandela gave a

U

speech in which he recalled how during his many years of incarceration on Robben
Island, he and his fellow inmates looked longingly across Table Bay at the
magnificent silhouette of Table Mountain. In their eyes, Table Mountain was a
symbol of freedom and of the land to which they hoped to one-day return. In a sense
Robben Island was again Dante's purgatory and Table Mountain a distant paradise,
seemingly unreachable, a far-off beacon of hope. Mandela detailed how, over the
centuries, Table Mountain has stood as a symbol of the human capacity for patient
endurance, moral courage and strength. It has been both a refuge and a symbol of
hope and freedom, whether for the khoi-khoi tribes fighting colonial domination, for
Indonesian and Malayan slaves who for generations have buried their leaders,
scholars and holymen on its slopes, or for twentieth century political prisoners.

399

Cosgrove, D., Daniels, S., 1998: Op cit.
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(Source: Extracted From Cape Argus adverts ill 6/8/96 and 11111199 respectively)
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Concluding remarks

It is impossible for any text to do Table Mountain justice. One must experience its

aura and behold its towering presence first hand in order to appreciate the true
splendour of the Mountain. A text based study of Table Mountain's cultural landscape
must be wary of such limitations whilst accepting that written and artistic records and
representations of the Mountain, for all their cultural conditioning and authorial and
reader bias, undoubtedly remain the only real means for uncovering the depth of
feeling that Table Mountain has evoked in capetonians past and present.

To
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The sheer variety of cultures at the Cape over the centuries and their conditioned
perceptions of the Mountain landscape ensures that no one geographic approach to
landscape can adequately define or represent the intricacies of Table Mountain's
cultural landscape. The highly individual and subjective effect Table Mountain has on

ap
e

its viewers essentially means that the Mountain could not fit into anyone specific
landscape framework, be it South African or international. As a landscape reflective

of
C

of a spectrum of cultures, Table Mountain in the 1990's is a truly eclectic cultural
landscape. Nevertheless certain theories and ideologies within the landscape

rs
ity

discipline in geography clearly lend themselves to viewing and interpreting the
Mountain. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries Table Mountain was the

ni
ve

subject of an overpowering, imperial materialist doctrine that tainted and prejudiced
the Mountain's perception, interpretation and representation both at the Cape and

U

back in Europe. In the 1990's Table Mountain's cultural landscape has become more
varied in its construction, reflecting the increasingly cosmopolitan composition of
Cape Town's populace. Hence the Mountain in the 1990's can simultaneously be
viewed as the perfect embodiment of a post-modem, polyvocal cultural landscape,
one of many and varied meanings as well as an increasingly controlled and structured
modernist National Park. The tension between these two ideological interpretations of
the Mountain has arguably become the defining characteristic of its contemporary
cultural landscape.

Meanwhile the few traces of human artifice upon the Mountain ensure that any new
construction or development upon Table Mountain is fiercely contested and, in true
Sauerian style, can reveal much of the cultural forces that define and shape
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ensure its survival. Table Mountain was an awesome guarding force at the Cape, be it
as an imprisoned titan, one of the Earth's four guardians or simply as the gateway to
Africa; the Mountain was a landscape of mystery, power and intrigue. Now every
inch of it is mapped and allocated a use whereby the Mountain may serve the people
either as a recreational site or as a bank for selected precious plants. Gone is the sense
of mystery that was attached to the dramatic reproductions of Table Mountain in
imperial artwork to be replaced with the increasingly ubiquitous usage of the
Mountain icon as a means to sell anything from cars to groceries. The fear and
intrigue associated with Table Mountain is lost, perhaps an inevitable result of the
growing spread of civilis!ltion, which means even the most elderly and infirm can

w
n

catch a cablecar to explore the Mountain's once unfathomable summit.

To

However there are also clear themes within Table Mountain's history as a cultural
landscape that remain constant. Perhaps the most important of which is that though

of
C
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e

the fear of the Mountain may have dissipated, the sense of respect its unique profile
creates is as tangible now as in the seventeenth century. Table Mountain still evokes a
passionate response in all who view it. Modem capetonians, just like Van Riebeck
centuries earlier, still look up at the Mountain's heights to wonder at its presence and

ity

speculate on what weather it might bring forth. The breathtaking nature of the ocean,

ni
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rs

Mountain and cloud formation is still dramatically depicted (if now realistically) in
numerous postcards, which, as in previous centuries, often find their way back to
Europe and beyond, whilst portraying the Mountain as a unique and spectacular

U

African landscape. Modem South African tourist literature readily utilises the
Mountain to sell an image of Africa, though this time not as the embodiment of the
imperial construct of the 'Dark Continent', but instead as a unique, beautiful and
welcoming landscape with something to offer travellers the world over.

In effect

Table Mountain is still the gateway to Africa. Cape Town is the first port of call for
many tourists new to Africa and offers a cosmopolitan, and subsequently gentle,
introduction to the unfamiliar continent.

Furthermore, despite attempts to open up the new Mountain park and make it more
accessible and useable for locals and tourists alike, Table Mountain still exists as a
backdrop to Cape Town. The Mountain is still a landscape and not a place. Table
Mountain is not urbanised and holds little infrastructure, hence the contrast between
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